Local students make honor roll at Oregon State

By Oregon State University News, 541-737-4611, oregonstateuniversitynews@oregonstate.edu

CORVALLIS, Ore. – Names of students who have made the Scholastic Honor Roll Fall term have been announced by Oregon State University.

A total of 1,427 students earned straight-A (4.0). Another 4,483 earned a B-plus (3.5) or better to make the listing. To be on the Honor Roll, students must carry at least 12 graded hours of course work.

Students on the Honor Roll included:

**BAKER**

Baker City

Straight-A Average: Josephine E. Bryan, Freshman, Pre-Communication; Samantha Searles, Senior, Psychology.

3.5 or Better: Isaac Alanko, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brynne Berner, Senior, Biology; Taite F. Mendenhall, Junior, Merchandising Management; Alexander D. Schott, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Halfway

3.5 or Better: Carlie D. Powell, Junior, Speech Communication.

**BENTON**

Adair Village

3.5 or Better: Lucas A. Kline, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Hannah R. Lawrence, Junior, Earth Sciences.

Corvallis

Straight-A Average: Kevin J. Allstot, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Education; Danielle P. Barrett, Junior, Kinesiology; Nicole F. Barrett, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Michael J. Beaser, Senior, History; Kendrea T. Beers, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Renuka J. Bhatt, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Emily K. Bodi, Freshman, Biology; Karisa C. Boyce, Senior, Anthropology; Aurora O. Brownsanders, Senior, Kinesiology; Clancy P. Caster, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Hailey E. Cowden, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Alex J. DeMaris, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kristen S. Dolan, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Andrew Ekstedt, Junior, Computer Science; Justine E. Feist, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Ranya Guennoun, Junior, Microbiology; Caolinn M. Haggerty, Senior, Rangeland Sciences; Jessica L. Hailey, Senior, Horticulture; Claire M. Hekkala, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Gerald L. Hendrix, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.
Michael B. Hunter, Senior, Mathematics; Petar Jeknic, Freshman, History; Gabriel T. Kulp, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Adam Lauderdale, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Dari M. Lawrie, Senior, English.

Lisa Lin, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Emma F. Lingle, Junior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Alyssa A. MacKenzie, Freshman, Biology; Jessica M. Magnani, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mary K. Marshall, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Matthew F. McElreath, Junior, Pre-Business; Gwyneth K. McMorris, Senior, Speech Communication; Andrew P. Miller, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Andrea R. Mitev, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Hamza Molvi, Senior, Marketing.

Holly Omoto, Junior, Animal Sciences; Adair B. Passey, Sophomore, Psychology; Marissa I. Passey, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Joshua J. Pauls, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sebastian S. Price, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Michael D. Puchalla, Junior, Psychology; Brinn A. Rich, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Elias C. Richter, Sophomore, Horticulture; Annalise San Juan, Senior, English; Ann N. Santich, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Ian E. Sargent, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Bergen K. Sather, Senior, Biology; Tyler L. Schimleck, Junior, Physics; Theodor J. Schutfort, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Bradley W. Shepard, Junior, Pre-Communication.

Grace L. Spann, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Emma C. Steele, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Patrick A. Storment, Junior, Political Science; Josalyn M. Strickler, Junior, Liberal Studies; Aylmer Tan, Sophomore, Biology.

Kristin L. Thompson, Senior, Political Science; Gabrielle M. VanDevelder, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Rachael K. Vega, Sophomore, English; Dominique D. Willard Argyres, Senior, Economics; Miriam Wojtas, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality.

Eitan J. Wolf, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Justin J. Womack, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jasmin S. Yang, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Michelle H. Zhou, Junior, Microbiology; Zachary N. Zimmers, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Austin R. Aguilera, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Safi N. Ahmad, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Zoha N. Ahmad, Senior, Nutrition; Belaal A. Al-Aghbari, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Umar A. Alkhams, Junior, Management.

Angelica C. Allen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Christopher R. Anderson, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Robert H. Anderson, Senior, Computer Science; Hiruni M. Aponso, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Stephanie J. Armstrong, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Jaime L. Atkinson, Junior, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Aditya Atkuru, Senior, Biology; Janet E. Austin, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Theodore J. Baglien, Senior, Horticulture; Alexandra E. Bakkom, Junior, Music.

Tyler J. Bambr, Junior, English; Graham M. Barber, Junior, Pre-Business; Taylor A. Bates, Senior, Botany; Malia V. Bauder, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Lucy L. Bauer, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Ginger C. Becker, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Anastasiya V. Berst, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Maxwell T. Betich, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Jay L. Bickell, Junior, Microbiology; Makai W. Bradley, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Theodore Brainerd, Freshman, Philosophy; Samantha M. Brandstetter, Senior, Psychology; Nicholas P. Burns, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Cody D. Campbell, Senior, English; Leonard J. Campbell, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

Marilyn M. Carson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Alvin Chang, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Jessica L. Chaplen, Senior, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Yvette Y. Chau, Junior, Marketing; Jessica J. Chen, Senior, Kinesiology.
Ting-Hsuan Chen, INTO OSU Undergrad, Undergraduate Pathway; Carmen L. Churchill, Freshman, Psychology; Michael K. Cook, Senior, Natural Resources; Tu K. Dam, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joanna K. Danias-Talesky, Senior, Anthropology.

Miles B. Davies, Senior, Computer Science; Jessica A. Dolan, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Hannah L. Doverspike, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Simon Dudenhoefer, Junior, Earth Sciences; Kayla M. Duffey, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Donald L. Dugan II, Senior, Music; Natalie Dupuy, Freshman, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Mohamed H. Eldebr, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Laura N. Ely, Junior, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Jose G. Esparza, Freshman, Mathematics.

Silas A. Fisher, Sophomore, Economics; Markus Francis, Junior, Pre-Business; Gregory L. Gambatase, Freshman, Pre-Business; Sean A. Gargan, Senior, Biology; Gabriela L. Garza, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering.

Jonah C. Gates, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Forest L. Giardina, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Michael S. Giovannoni, Senior, Computer Science; Jackson J. Golletz, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Gary Gomez, Junior, Business Administration.

Amanda Grant, Senior, Bioresource Research; Madison K. Gravley, Junior, Biology; James L. Griffin, Junior, Graphic Design; Jayce D. Guenther, Junior, Mathematics; Cody A. Gustafson, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering.

Corey S. Habiger, Senior, Psychology; Joseph H. Haigh, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Kolby J. Hamacher, Junior, Natural Resources; Kayla J. Hansen, Post Baccalaureate, Accountancy; Rami P. Hansen, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Jonathan Harder, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Mohamed A. Hassan, Senior, Kinesiology; Cassie L. Hayes, Junior, Public Health; Blake D. Henry, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Cody B. Hickey, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Jordan N. Holdaway, Sophomore, Biology; Neil E. Holloway, Senior, Computer Science; Phillip Hommes, Senior, Music; Kathyleen Q. Hu, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kye E. Hunter, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Thomas G. Huster, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Michelle T. Jayawickrama, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Adrienence P. Johnson, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Zachary H. Johnson, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Wyatt S. Johnston, Senior, Botany.

Miles T. Jones, Freshman, Music; Nicholas R. Kapple, Junior, Pre-Finance; Austin C. Kearns, Senior, Bioengineering; Joseph Y. Kim, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Fauzi S. Kliman, Junior, Computer Science.

Steven R. Kontra, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Andrey Kornilovich, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Rebecca Kuensting, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Stephen L. Kyker, Senior, Pre-Finance; Olivia M. Langley, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Jaime M. Law, Junior, Design & Innovation Management; Spencer A. Lazaroff, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Noah J. Lee, Junior, Economics; Ethan Z. Liu, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jennifer H. Loomis, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Hannah C. Lorenzen, Senior, Kinesiology; Jens C. Lovtang, Post Baccalaureate, Music; Lin Lu, Junior, Bioengineering; Erica J. Lumianski, Junior, Political Science; Margaret Mantle, Junior, Religious Studies.

Shyla E. Marske, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Brendan L. Marvin, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Patrick A. McKillop-Bay, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Amy L. McVeety, Sophomore, Biology; Katherine B. Melton, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Dylan T. Miller, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Tristan R. Mitchell, Senior, Biology; Annie M. Mitev, Senior, Graphic Design; Madison R. Moore, Sophomore, Biology; Paris G. Myers, Freshman, Art.

Michael P. Nolan, Junior, Graphic Design; Paige M. Noonan, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ana Maria Nunez Guzman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jesus S. Nunez Guzman, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Karen Olivas, Sophomore, Psychology.
Amy E. Olsen, Senior, Zoology; Rorie L. Pealer, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Daniela Perez-Macias, Senior, Political Science; Wyndser Peterson, Sophomore, Biology; Zachary K. Peterson, Junior, Pre-Accountancy.

Megan M. Pinard, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Janean M. Pitman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Abigail K. Pittman, Junior, Pre-Business; Declan X. Pizzino, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Ceph J. Poklemba, Junior, Art.

Derick A. Porter Cepeda, Sophomore, History; Risha Prasad, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Eric K. Qian, Senior, Chemistry; Eduardo Ramirez, Senior, Civil Engineering; Shane V. Raphael, Sophomore, Biology.

Bryce D. Rasmussen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Katharine R. Rhoades, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Jordan K. Rice, Sophomore, Biology; Rebekah J. Richardson, Sophomore, Music; Amy S. Robinson, Senior, Public Health.

Zoey S. Rochefort, Senior, Public Health; Andrew R. Rockhold, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Krystina D. San Giovanni, Senior, Music; Garrett H. Sather, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Emily A. Schumacher, Senior, Bioengineering.

Lily M. Shellhammer, Senior, Computer Science; Kelsey A. Shelton, Junior, Graphic Design; Christopher J. Shiner, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Tyler D. Shults, Junior, Pre-Communication; Katey H. Simmons, Junior, Music.

Keagan B. Simmons, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; David M. So, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Luka Soskic, Sophomore, Biology; Richard R. Steeves, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Bradley R. Stein, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Alexandra Stepanova, Junior, Pre-Business; Gillian L. Stephenson, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Alyssa L. Stillian, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Marika Stock, Junior, Earth Sciences; Connor S. Stoops-Smith, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Jacob F. Strittholt, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Evan S. Teramoto, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nicholas B. Theobald, Sophomore, Nutrition; Katelynn M. Thrall, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Isna M. Waqas, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Nicholas S. Weaver, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Marc M. Wettengel, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Daniella S. Whanger, Senior, Public Health; Kelsey L. Wilson, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Joshua R. Winnett, Senior, Business Administration.

Christina M. Wright, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Morgan P. Wyatt, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; James L. Yang, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Ilsa J. Young, Senior, Chemistry.

Monroe

Straight-A Average: Aidan S. Carson, Junior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Adam N. Borycki, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Cameron J. Kontur, Freshman, Pre-Manufacturing Engineering; Isaac M. Tully, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Philomath

Straight-A Average: Seth D. Barnhart, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Zoe M. Clegg, Junior, Applied Visual Arts; Michael Goschie, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Kallie D. Hagel, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Justice J. Heern, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.

Emily G. Jensen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Megan L. Kilgore, Junior, Sociology; Abbey K. Martin, Senior, Business Administration; Ashley K. Pfarrer, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.
3.5 or Better: Haylie L. Bennett, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Brian R. Blythe, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Paige A. Celorie, Sophomore, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Eleanor J. Daniels, Senior, Liberal Studies; Dylan M. Gassner, Freshman, Biology.

Jeremy M. Goodrich, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Aaron J. Goschie, Senior, Physics; Lillie G. Hoffman, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kristen L. Holdeorman, Junior, Management; Justin D. Johnson, Sophomore, History.

James Knowles, Junior, Economics; Anna Rose Lammers-Fullmer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Shea B. Looper, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Daniel March, Senior, Civil Engineering; Jared D. McMullen, Freshman, Political Science.

Anna R. Peterson, Senior, Forestry; Kelsey M. Provance, Sophomore, Biology; Conor A. Ringwald, Freshman, Biology; Trevor J. Rose, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hunter M. Rust, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Trevor N. Sartnurak, Junior, Forest Engineering; Diana E. Soltero, Senior, English; Mikayla K. Stark, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Nicholas E. Svoboda, Sophomore, English; Wade K. Townley, Senior, Bioengineering.

Scott W. Veldman, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Brooke M. Wendland, Senior, Psychology; Elena I. Wennstrom, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

CLACKAMAS

Beavercreek

Straight-A Average: Tyson A. Reitenbaugh, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Daniel G. Stoddard, Junior, Industrial Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Nathan D. Rynders, Senior, Biology.

Boring

3.5 or Better: Austin L. Bain, Junior, Pre-Business; Johanna L. Hampton, Junior, Pre-Communication; Kadi J. Johnson, Senior, Biology; Scott R. Kosrow, Freshman, Pre-Business; Ryan J. McAra, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Cassandra J. Rohrberg, Senior, Recreation Resource Management; Evan J. Watts, Junior, Environmental Engineering.

Brightwood

3.5 or Better: Lily M. Dann, Junior, Biology.

Canby

Straight-A Average: Alyssa R. Gascho, Senior, Finance; Sydney P. Hanlon, Senior, Pre-Business; Emma B. Martinusen, Sophomore, Biology; Anna K. Park, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; David P. Rowell, Senior, Mathematics.

Lauren E. Thomas, Freshman, Pre-Business; Ryley D. Tishendorf, Junior, Biology; Sara K. Tro, Senior, Mathematics.
3.5 or Better: Heather A. Bennett, Senior, Marketing; Claudine J. Bermudez, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Alexys J. Breitbarth, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Heather N. Bugni, Junior, Speech Communication; John A. Burnham, Senior, Management.

Darien M. Coutu, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Keanu F. Cropp, Sophomore, Philosophy; Mariah K. Dowell, Junior, Kinesiology; Cooper H. Fitch, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; William S. Freeman, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Kai C. Gay, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Evan W. Gould, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Stephanie M. Hanson, Junior, Music; Jesse Harris, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nathaniel J. Harris, Senior, Sociology.

Luis A. Hernandez, Senior, Management; Kelsey A. Hickman, Senior, Marketing; Nicholas B. Huggins, Sophomore, Chemistry; Rachel I. Kimble, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Hannah B. Knutson, Senior, Marketing.

Courtney R. Lapp, Senior, Accountancy; John R. McDonald, Sophomore, Music; Makayla Morrow, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Taylor H. Mottern, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Avery L. Nofziger, Junior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Chase A. Purtzer, Junior, Business Information Systems; Alicia M. Ralls, Junior, Psychology; Tyelor S. Reynolds, Junior, Chemistry; Brittany Saman, Sophomore, Chemistry; Dylan J. Taylor, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Tori L. Tishendorf, Junior, Pre-Business; Emma O. Warren, Junior, Public Health; Kendyl L. Welker, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Wesley A. Wilmes, Senior, Psychology.

Clackamas

Straight-A Average: David J. Chan, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Chen Cheng, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Cheyenne M. Gordon, Junior, Mathematics; Tyler Q. Ha, Sophomore, Biology; Bryan T. Le, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Ryan T. Miura, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Gabrielle T. Nguyen, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

3.5 or Better: Yao Chen, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Zachary D. Comito, Senior, Computer Science; Lauren N. Danna, Junior, Biology; Dang M. Duong, Senior, Microbiology; Nicholas K. Garvin, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Noah T. Gast, Freshman, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Lauren E. Grant, Junior, Women, Gender, and Sexuality; Katherine E. Gwynn, Freshman, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Matthew Hines, Senior, Natural Resources; Emilee K. Huey, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jack R. Kok-Carlson, Junior, Music; Peter T. Le, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Randy Q. Le, Junior, Psychology; Lizbeth Meza, Junior, Kinesiology; Alexandra E. Moore, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Joshua A. Ring, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Lindsey S. Spencer, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Jason Srey, Sophomore, Chemistry; Sophia N. Wooley, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alvin Q. Zhen, Junior, Pre-Public Health.

Colton

Straight-A Average: Brianna C. Bryan, Freshman, Biology; Bryn E. Landrus, Freshman, Psychology.

3.5 or Better: Harper R. James, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Damascus
Straight-A Average: Danielle L. Bull, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Joshua P. Carter, Junior, Pre-Communication; Sage S. Dale, Junior, Zoology; Matthew S. Holmes, Senior, Kinesiology; Kaitlyn M. Johnson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Matthew L. Lohr, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Claire E. Massaro, Junior, Biology; Matthew C. Rhine, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Cameron M. Salvitelli, Senior, Renewable Materials; Samuel R. Summerville, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Colby J. Taylor, Junior, Kinesiology.

Nicholas C. Touchette, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jackson H. Van Winkle, Junior, Business Administration; Austin E. Weichlein, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Madeline F. Wilson, Junior, Pre-Business.

Eagle Creek

3.5 or Better: Brooklyn M. Scholz, Senior, Civil Engineering; Josiah J. Shaver, Junior, Earth Sciences; Morgan L. Tholl, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Estacada

3.5 or Better: Mackenzie O. Gipple, Senior, Biology; Stephanie A. Harger, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Alicia K. Hart, Freshman, Biology; Emily A. Kirchhofer, Senior, English; Erica J. Malan, Sophomore, Speech Communication.

Kordell L. Mcpherson, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Gladstone

Straight-A Average: Makahla R. Lynch, Senior, Animal Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Molly A. Agrimson, Sophomore, Sociology; Aaron A. Bowen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Keaton M. Hogan, Freshman, Pre-Business; Jadon D. Smith, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Kaitlyn A. Storer, Junior, Kinesiology.

Tatiana V. Swenson, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Government Camp

3.5 or Better: Jessica E. South, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Happy Valley

Straight-A Average: Nicholas A. Braman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Lilian C. Chan, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Shelby M. Erdman, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Tanner C. Gestrin, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Cayley M. Howard, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Melanie A. Hutchings, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Gina Kim, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christopher J. Lee, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Patrick E. McGrath, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Meagan N. Ngo, Junior, Bioengineering.

Jillian C. Pihulak, Sophomore, Geography & Geospatial Science; Kate N. Stubbs, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Bryce A. Bothwell, Senior, Biology; Coleman T. Boyd, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Austin T. Brockway, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Trevor P. Bruno, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Luke Burns, Junior, Marketing.
Elizabeth G. Casey, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Carmen Chen, Junior, Pre-Business; David W. Chen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sydnie J. Chen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hai Dao, Senior, Biology.

Cassidy D. Devore, Freshman, Biology; Ciana M. Fong, Junior, Biology; Taylor J. Halvorson, Freshman, Pre-Business; Keon R. Hosseini, Freshman, Biology; Riley A. Houston, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Brian K. Huynh, Junior, Marketing; Sean E. Jim, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Rylan C. John, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Sung H. Kim, Junior, Computer Science; Kevin T. Le, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineering.

Kyrne A. Li, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; MacKenzie L. Lohmolder, Sophomore, Biology; Hunter N. Lundmark, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jacquelyn D. Lute, Sophomore, Sociology; Brittany D. Ly, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Alexandra M. Mahler, Freshman, English; Elijah J. Mccarty, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kayla C. McNeely, Junior, Social Science; Nicholas F. Montalbano, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Tyler Pengshiung, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Hannah M. Preiser, Freshman, Economics; Brenden G. Shaffer, Senior, Horticulture; Grant A. Smith, Junior, Zoology; Cristian Sosa, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Taylor M. Tarshis, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Kaitlyn A. Weaver, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Taylor S. Westermeijer, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Qiuyang Xu, Senior, Mathematics; Marivita S. Yoo, Sophomore, Biology; Ying Y. Yu, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Lake Grove

3.5 or Better: William D. Womack, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Lake Oswego

Straight-A Average: Michael T. Ashworth, Junior, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Timothy S. Chung, Sophomore, Microbiology; Colleen E. Ellis, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cole E. Evered, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Andrew C. Gates, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Evan J. Gonnerman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gabriela K. Griffin, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Riley A. Humbert, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Maia L. Inzinga, Freshman, Psychology; Kendra K. Jackson, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio.

April James, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kevin J. Le, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Mckenna T. Moore, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Haley M. Moss, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Henry C. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Katherine E. Pittam, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Nicolas A. Quattromani, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nadalisse C. Reynolds-Lallem, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Bio; Al J. Rise, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Jordan N. Schmidt, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Mary K. Schwarz, Freshman, Biology; Margret K. Simonson, Junior, Kinesiology; Autri Taheri, Senior, Graphic Design; Ryan J. Tollefsen, Junior, Physics; Cameron F. Watson, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Ankit Agarwal, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ranya N. Al-Khaledy, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Yousif W. Almulla, Senior, Mathematics; Nicholas A. Amacher, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Emi Ampo, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering.

Jack S. Anderson, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Zachary R. Azimi, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Dane I. Baccarat, Freshman, History; Elizabeth K. Bell, Freshman, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Kendra A. Berard, Freshman, Biology.
Mitchell F. Bernards, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Arnav K. Bhutani, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kaitlyn Z. Blickenstaff, Freshman, Pre-Business; Ethan E. Braun, Senior, Computer Science; Kai D. Brooks, Freshman, Art.

Adam J. Brumfield, Freshman, Pre-Business; Noah J. Bucchi, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Zack K. Buhlmann, Sophomore, Economics; Erin E. Butler, Junior, Political Science; Claire M. Carter, Junior, Merchandising Management.

Samantha M. Castle, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Jordan F. Clarke, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Lauren J. Cleary, Freshman, Chemistry; Chase D. Coker, Post Baccalaureate, Human Devel and Family Science; Jeffrey R. Crowell, Sophomore, Pre-Finance.

Braxton S. Cuneo, Senior, Computer Science; Courtney A. Curtis, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Nicholas L. Davis, Junior, Political Science; Mika M. Donahue, Senior, Renewable Materials; Mackenzie T. Dunham, Freshman, Graphic Design.

Victoria L. Edwards, Sophomore, Biology; Ashtyn L. Fewel, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Shannon Fortier, Senior, English; Zachary A. Fried, Junior, Chemistry; Samuel D. Fu, Sophomore, Biology.

Nicholas L. Gadinas, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Alex R. Gaekwad, Freshman, Kinesiology; Blake J. Gjesdal, Senior, Accountancy; Jordan D. Gregoire, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Morgan D. Hall, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Alexa M. Harris, Freshman, Kinesiology; Monica N. Holliday, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Ren W. Hope, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Alexander T. Hull, Senior, Computer Science; Logan A. Innsinga, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Burton G. Jaursch, Junior, Computer Science; Hill S. Johnson, Junior, Bioengineering; Michael W. Kiefer, Junior, Marketing; Evan I. Klauer, Senior, Natural Resources; Audrey C. Korte, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Gabrielle M. Lesch, Junior, Psychology; Jieming Li, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Sienna R. Loehle, Senior, Public Health; Sydney P. Lulich, Senior, Psychology; Sara J. Magnuson, Sophomore, Pre-Communication.

John D. McCarthy, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Ryan P. McLaughlin, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Benjamin E. McMullen, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; William W. Miller, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; John P. Miska, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Alexander D. Nead-Work, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Nicholas C. Neville, Junior, Pre-Business; Elizabeth L. Newcomer, Junior, Graphic Design; Evan R. Newman, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Nicole Y. Oh, Junior, Sociology.

Alexander M. O'Keefe, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Lauren M. Olson, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Jesse R. Paanakker, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Kyle C. Padgett, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Preethi Pallekonda, Junior, Business Information Systems.

Zachary R. Parker, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Noah A. Peterson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Keana K. Pigg, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Carson Q. Reinhart, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Connor D. Rooney, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Nikita D. Rozanov, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Leah M. Ruehle, Junior, Zoology; David R. Sahni, Junior, Computer Science; Reed J. Sandblast, Sophomore, Spanish; Anna L. Seydel, Senior, Kinesiology.

Alyssa N. Sheldon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Arden O. Smith, Freshman, Zoology; Nicole M. Sortino, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Abigail N. Spear, Sophomore, Music; Erica J. Suh, Junior, Merchandising Management.

Peter A. Sukamto, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Lona Tappouni, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Grant N. Thesing, Junior, Kinesiology; Glenn L. Upthagrove, Senior, Computer Science; Owen D. Van Lehman, Junior, Pre-Ecological Engineering.
Kaitlyn E. Wachtel, Junior, Biology; Kelsey A. Walker, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Joseph L. West, Freshman, Political Science; Samantha R. Willis, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Julian J. Wulf, Sophomore, Physics.
Zachary J. Wyman, Junior, Economics.

Milwaukie

Straight-A Average: Christopher J. Dowhaniuk, Senior, Finance; Alexis K. Evans, Senior, Public Health; Caprial E. Farrington, Sophomore, History; Jesse M. Martinez, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; April J. McClish, Sophomore, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt.
Emily J. Olson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brendan J. Quinn, Sophomore, Microbiology; Caprial P. Sides, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Austin R. Snyder, Senior, Civil Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Jacob R. Arbuckle, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Julia L. Barnes, Senior, Animal Sciences; Carl H. Benson, Senior, Biology; Haley N. Brandel, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Kendra N. Braun, Freshman, Biology.
Annabella M. Geist, Senior, Biology; Jacob R. Halladin, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Rachael L. Hubbard, Sophomore, Biology; Jacob J. Hungerford, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sonya R. Hungerford, Senior, Art.
Bradley R. Jackle, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Mary L. Mitchellldyer, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Dylan Packard, Senior, Natural Resources; Lauren E. Pheil, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Sawyer E. Plank, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.
Olivia N. Poyser, Junior, Kinesiology; Megan E. Spaulding, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Laura L. Spisla, Senior, Music; Taylor B. Stevens, Freshman, Political Science; Kimberly C. Vele, Freshman, Psychology.
Leon Wong, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Matthew J. Wright, Junior, Psychology.

Molalla

Straight-A Average: Lexy R. Beyer, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Nichole A. Beyer, Junior, Graphic Design; Tyler J. Kuykendall, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Eric R. Beyer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jonathon A. Gengler, Junior, Pre-Business; Samantha M. Hester, Sophomore, English; Keenan J. Hoffman, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Courtney Meisenheimer, Junior, Pre-Business.
Sergio Ortega-Rojas, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Justin T. Parks, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Devon Z. Schaefer, Senior, Microbiology; William D. Schaefer, Sophomore, Biology; Jacob M. Weishoff, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Mulino

Straight-A Average: Dublin M. Nichols, Senior, Physics; Alex D. Satrum, Sophomore, Political Science.

3.5 or Better: Landon R. Desrosiers, Junior, Pre-Business; Linnea L. Estergreen, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Zoe K. Griffith, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Mitchell C. Sandberg, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Oak Grove
Oregon City

Straight-A Average: Sara E. Likkel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Straight-A Average: Jessica A. Bramlett, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Daniel A. Grocki, Senior, Computer Science; Alexandra A. Konieczny, Sophomore, Spanish; Andrea L. Lanz, Senior, Mathematics; Anthony T. Le, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Melissa M. Northway, Senior, Religious Studies; Lucas E. Paris, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Jacob T. Phan, Senior, Microbiology; Alyssa M. Schroeder, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Helen T. Tran, Junior, Public Health.

3.5 or Better: Jenna N. Beyer, Senior, Earth Sciences; Michelle G. Bollinger, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Sean R. Borne, Junior, Psychology; Drew D. Boyer, Freshman, Pre-Business; Sarah L. Bright, Sophomore, Biology.

Ian E. Brown, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Micah K. Cabrera, Junior, Anthropology; Jonathan D. Campillo, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tristan S. Cassel, Senior, Pre-Business; Devin C. Cayton, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Sydney A. Clark, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Ciana E. Clifton, Junior, Zoology; Natalie R. Coleman, Junior, Biology; Terren H. Cravens, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Monica B. Curtis, Senior, Bioengineering.

Mikaylee N. Dato, Senior, Psychology; Jessica N. Downing, Senior, Merchandising Management; Madison P. Elmer, Junior, Biology; Taylor N. Foster, Freshman, Biology; Shawntae L. Harris, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Christopher S. Jensen, Senior, Bioresource Research; Kyla L. Keller, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Nicole C. Kelly, Junior, History; Nicole M. Kenny, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Kelsie A. Kershaw, Senior, Music.

Christopher M. Kohler, Senior, Kinesiology; Kayla M. Lindland, Junior, Biology; Adam M. Marion, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Colin T. Martin, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt; Spencer S. Martin, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Meryl A. Muckenthaler, Junior, Merchandising Management; Braeden J. Myers, Sophomore, Music; Miranda F. Nelson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Kira L. Nesser, Sophomore, Nutrition; Nicholas J. Orrell, Senior, Computer Science.

Victoria R. Padron, Senior, Nutrition; Lydia F. Pearce, Freshman, Biology; Blake W. Phillips, Senior, Finance; Austin M. Reneau, Junior, Pre-Business; Roman A. Rositani, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jacob M. Rue, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Julia N. Runyon, Senior, Biology; Kathleen L. Scott, Senior, Pre-Business; Josie L. Shannon, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Samantha C. Sturman, Senior, Zoology.

Emily R. Wilkinson, Senior, Finance.

Portland

3.5 or Better: Gillian M. Chase, Junior, Biology.

Sandy

Straight-A Average: James E. Frasier, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Liam E. Christman, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Holly A. Duewiger, Senior, Zoology; Pamela J. Frasier, Junior, Biology; Dalton W. Hamburg, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Avalon G. Kelly, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.
Kaden R. Meyers, Senior, Political Science; Marisa N. Monroe, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Ryan E. Nall, Senior, Speech Communication; Paola Phipps, Senior, Psychology.

Welches

3.5 or Better: Kylie E. Brooks, Freshman, Natural Resources.

West Linn

Straight-A Average: Abigail A. Bernasconi, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Parker R. Bruns, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ashlie M. Chamberlain, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Sarah N. Clampitt, Sophomore, Biology; Samuel A. Cook, Senior, Biology.

Nicholas J. Cupparo, Senior, English; Cezanna R. Ems, Freshman, Pre-Business; Lucas R. Evans, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Kevin P. Fitzgibbon, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jessica D. Hodgen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Marija Jozic, Junior, Biology; Michael S. Katancik, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Emily R. Lisin, Junior, Economics; Natalie M. MacMillan, Freshman, Biology; Daniel A. McNeil, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Adina J. Mollusky, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Alekai N. Newton, Sophomore, Pre-Graphic Design; Tabitha M. Pitzer, Junior, Political Science; Evan D. Tufte, Sophomore, Mathematics; Skye M. Walker, Sophomore, Political Science.

Anna M. Weeks, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Mara A. Weeks, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing.

3.5 or Better: Ian M. Anderson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Marisa Bischel, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Natalie C. Brun, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Joshua A. Burk, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences and Biophysics; Kaitlin J. Campbell, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Andrea K. Casad, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Jessica A. Chadwick, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Toshiki M. Chiba, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Connor I. Christensen, Senior, Computer Science; Hannah M. Christnacht, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Aidan R. Clark, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Audrey L. Clow, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Evan J. Clow, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Natalie P. Combs, Senior, Biology; Paige M. Crozier, Senior, Finance.

Matthew T. D’Amore, Junior, Finance; Nicholas G. Dunstan, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Conor R. Egan, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Basim Elmashni, Sophomore, Pre-Finance; Kyle H. Ferris, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering.

Alec B. Gans, Senior, Natural Resources; Christiana M. Gates, Junior, Spanish; Alyson Godbey, Junior, Biology; Peter N. Goetze, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Emily A. Hamel, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Mackenzie Hartdegen, Junior, Kinesiology; Charles N. Hatch, Junior, Marketing; Lindsay N. Hirsch, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Micaela R. Houston, Sophomore, Anthropology; Parker E. Huffman, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Whitney C. Iverson, Sophomore, Political Science; Jessica M. James, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Andrew R. Johnson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Bailee A. Johnson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Ciara M. Kelly, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Adam Z. Lee, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Avery C. Lytle, Freshman, Pre-Business; Hannah MacLaughlin, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Natalie K. Maestretti, Junior, Merchandising Management; Isabella R. McDonald, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Megan L. Mieras, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrew R. Minter, Junior, Chemistry; Saki C. Nakai, Junior, Psychology; Blake A. Nelson, Senior, Kinesiology; Jake P. Nielson, Freshman, Music.
Tai Q. Odaniell, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Bianca G. Piscitello, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Luca R. Piscitello, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Tanner G. Rakos, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Mackenzie K. Ray, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts.

Logan K. Scott-Deeter, Junior, Civil Engineering; Benjamin W. Sebastian, Sophomore, Mathematics; Nathaniel J. Snyder, Sophomore, Chemistry; Connor C. Splitstoser, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Zachary M. Steinberg, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Charles D. Stephens, Junior, Renewable Materials; Shane A. Stump, Senior, Biology; Sydney C. Sullivan, Senior, English; Andrew J. Verbiest, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Jon T. Verbiest, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.


Dawson D. Zylawy, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Wilsonville

Straight-A Average: Jeremy M. Duke, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Hanna L. Hartt, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Rebecca N. Mc Bride, Senior, English; Tristan M. McCabe, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Morgan L. Miller, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Alex D. Molisani, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kendal M. Pucik, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Casandra N. Rowan, Junior, Pre-Business; Katherine A. Trese, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Kylee J. Allen, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tristan V. Bilger, Sophomore, Biology; Olivia D. Chase, Junior, English; Brigh G. Dolan, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Kevan W. Gahan, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Heidi A. Garber, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rynn J. Hoong, Senior, Business Information Systems; Sara Kim, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Grant H. Kresge, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Andrea N. Lackides, Senior, Kinesiology.

Nicole B. Laschober, Senior, Bioengineering; Bricker D. Like, Senior, Chemical Engineering; David A. Lindsay, Senior, Accountancy; Dylan J. Livesay, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Kooper B. Lust, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Taylor N. Lust, Senior, Microbiology; Spencer M. Moss, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Timothy D. O'Larey, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jaspar G. Perkins, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Keenan P. Puncocher, Sophomore, Political Science.

Luke A. Puppo, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Zachary W. Reichle, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Elijah E. Shumway, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Blake R. Stearns, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Megan J. Stites, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

Nolan B. Thomas, Freshman, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Jacob S. Uselman, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Derek N. Webb, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Rylee L. Whited, Sophomore, Chemistry; Kyle R. Willett, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

CLATSOP

Astoria

Straight-A Average: Sonia R. Ahrens, Senior, Bioengineering; Jacob A. Olson, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kennedy J. Rub, Senior, Management.
3.5 or Better: Alexander J. Autio, Senior, Pre-Business; Samantha M. Brawley, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Padraic W. Buchanan, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Enoch F. Gray, Senior, Economics; Victoria E. Kee, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.
Noelle L. Lund, Senior, Public Health; Shoshanna S. McCleary, Sophomore, Biology; Tieara E. Moore, Freshman, Political Science; Teresa L. Nicholson, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Ryan A. Russell, Sophomore, Pre-Environmental Engineering.
Shrida Sharma, Sophomore, Biology; Megan Sturzen, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Kristen Travers, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Cannon Beach

3.5 or Better: Annuka A. Brown, Sophomore, Biology.

Gearhart

Straight-A Average: Hunter L. Thompson, Freshman, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Rebekah L. Cave, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Aimee R. Schacher, Senior, Anthropology.

Hammond

3.5 or Better: Maggie L. Cote, Junior, Pre-Business.

Seaside

3.5 or Better: Christian D. Anderson, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Emma R. Dutcher, Freshman, Psychology; Nicholas Nelson, Senior, History; Rachel M. Stahly, Junior, Speech Communication; Joshua M. Strozzi, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.
Brittany A. West, Freshman, Pre-Forestry.

Warrenton

Straight-A Average: Jordan J. Hollaway, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Maxwell G. Beaudoin, Senior, Civil Engineering; Brianna A. Marsch, Junior, Zoology; Krista Morrill, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Christine G. Tapales, Sophomore, Psychology; Lillian H. Teadtke, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

COLUMBIA

Clatskanie

3.5 or Better: Griffin D. Haas, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jonathan C. Kaminski, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Columbia City

3.5 or Better: Thomas D. Thompson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kathryn L. Warner, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Redhelle A. Waterman, Senior, Biology.

Deer Island

Straight-A Average: Angela E. Willson, Sophomore, Nutrition.

Rainier

Straight-A Average: Riley M. Richardson, Freshman, Biology.

Saint Helens

Straight-A Average: Madison R. Kaplan, Senior, Speech Communication; Jacob A. Olson, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Cole O. Charbonneau, Junior, Pre-Business; Kyle H. Christianson, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Cambria A. Cross, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Jonathan M. Denakis, Junior, Biology; Jacob E. Hawkins, Freshman, Pre-Environmental Engineering.

Donovan D. Jacob, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Evan A. Komp, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Andrew E. Sunderland, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Dillon R. Swatski, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Bahiya M. Zahl, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Scappoose


3.5 or Better: Matthew T. Blaser, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Danielle M. Fischer, Junior, Marketing; Silas S. Lal, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Alexander M. Langlais, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Courtney L. Reid, Freshman, Psychology.

Michael A. Smith, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Morgan R. Tenney, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Scott R. Toenjes, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Vernonia

3.5 or Better: Laura M. Rice, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Warren

Straight-A Average: Dakota R. Backus, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Robert J. Backus, Junior, Business Information Systems.

3.5 or Better: Brooklyn R. Siebers, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Westport

Straight-A Average: Katie J. Burgher, Senior, Public Health.

COOS
Bandon

3.5 or Better: Hope C. Richert, Senior, Kinesiology; Helen K. Wayne, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Yang Y. Yu, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Coos Bay

Straight-A Average: Becky J. Dillenburg, Junior, Natural Resources; Metzin A. Rodriguez Cardoso, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Ryan Hinerman, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Penny S. Johnson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alyssa M. Jones, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Jacob D. Klein, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Barbara J. Tower, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Tyler S. Yeager, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Coquille

3.5 or Better: Cassidy J. Hall, Sophomore, Public Health; Cooper L. Stateler, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Myrtle Point

Straight-A Average: Kieri D. Smith, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Elizabeth J. Spencer, Junior, Agricultural Business Management.

North Bend

Straight-A Average: Hannah J. Shupe, Sophomore, Chemistry; Daniel S. Wood, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Rachael L. Wood, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Reno A. Ancheta, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Naomi R. Bennett, Sophomore, Music; Levi J. Graber, Senior, Nutrition; Mariah K. Gray, Senior, Business Administration; Ashley M. LaBarre, Senior, Biology.

Noah A. Langlie, Senior, Mathematics; Jason W. Sweet, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Rolly James A. Toribio, Senior, Music.

Powers

3.5 or Better: Curtis Warrick, Senior, Computer Science.

CROOK

Powell Butte

Straight-A Average: Michael J. Dickens, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Cora L. White, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

3.5 or Better: Kelsey A. McFarlane, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph L. Morgan, Junior, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Samuel J. Walker, Senior, Political Science.
Prineville

3.5 or Better: Jodi Kessler, Post Baccalaureate, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob A. Meulebroeck, Junior, Natural Resources; Grayson A. Munn, Senior, Biology; Matney L. Searcy, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Brittany E. Smith, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Trinity L. Templeton, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

CURRY

Brookings

Straight-A Average: Clarice A. Baumbach, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Ashley N. Shew, Freshman, Nutrition; Slate E. Wise, Junior, Finance.

3.5 or Better: Laurie B. Buehler, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Abbey L. Jacobson, Senior, Animal Sciences; Kathleen E. Keskeny, Junior, Anthropology.

Port Orford

3.5 or Better: Tara K. Mitchell, Senior, Biology; Marcus S. Scaffo, Freshman, Biology.

DESCHUTES

Bend

Straight-A Average: Josie N. Alberts, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Hanna L. Bennett, Senior, Computer Science; Jaden T. Boehme, Senior, Mathematics; Shea R. Booster, Freshman, Agricultural Business Manageme; Erik S. Brass, Senior, Graphic Design.

Thomas A. Brown, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madeleine F. Busby, Sophomore, Biology; Alyssa R. Crawford, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rihanna Debler, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan J. DeCastilhos, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Nolan S. Delgado, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob M. Edgerton, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nathan M. Fellows, Sophomore, Graphic Design; Shantelle M. Gagnon, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Molly J. Gallagher, Senior, Biology.

Jake C. Girod, Senior, Social Science; Jonathon D. Golden, Senior, Political Science; Alekos Hovekamp, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Demetri P. Hovekamp, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew L. Howell, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Kaitlyn J. Johnson, Junior, Pre-Business; Jeremiah W. Kramer, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew G. Lauziere, Senior, Psychology; Chad D. Lucero, Senior, Sociology; Kara A. Meeuwsen, Sophomore, Pre-Finance.

Taylor A. Mehr, Senior, Biology; Derek A. Miller, Senior, Biology; Saylor O. Miller, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Corrinne D. Oedeker, Senior, Natural Resources; Sarah E. Palmer Antoniou, Senior, Natural Resources.

Mikaela M. Peters, Sophomore, Psychology; Mareike Raduechel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Audrey N. Reeves, Senior, Nutrition; Mikayla R. Reuter, Freshman, Biology; Elise L. Ryan, Sophomore, Biology.

Taylor D. Simoneau, Senior, Biology; Jennifer R. Soto, Senior, Pre-Business; Heidi Storer, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Eden N. Vanderhoek, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Carly L. Watkins, Sophomore, Public Health.
Katharina Weible, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Breanna M. Wells-Tyrrel, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Caleb L. Wenndorf, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; John T. West, Post Baccalaureate, Forestry; Lorelei S. Williams, Junior, Social Science.


Elvin Aponte, Junior, Kinesiology; Madeleine S. Barrett, Senior, Biology; Krystal A. Benn, Senior, Natural Resources; Brooke C. Bennett, Sophomore, Renewable Materials; Nickolas C. Birdseye, Senior, Natural Resources.

Abigail L. Black, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Makenzie Brian, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Chad K. Bulosan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Boston D. Busik, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Garrett T. Cannon, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Abigail W. Carpenter, Senior, Kinesiology; Kyle C. Chambers, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Davis S. Chamorro, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Krishan K. Chopra, Junior, Computer Science; Marcie R. Clark, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Casey R. Collier, Junior, Kinesiology; Jessica R. Cornett, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stefany M. Cunningham, Senior, Kinesiology; Rayisa M. Debler, Senior, Psychology; Isaac H. Derman, Junior, Pre-Public Health.

Jacqueline F. Diulio, Senior, Kinesiology; Erin Dow, Junior, Kinesiology; Samuel M. Drutman, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Erica L. Durtschi, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Emily E. Edgren, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

John D. Fitzgerald, Junior, Biology; Cyrus Flynn, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brittney Freeberg, Junior, Biology; Brooke E. Frey, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Camron D. Fritz, Junior, Computer Science.

Sarah M. Gall, Senior, Kinesiology; Bryanne L. Gillespie, Senior, Liberal Studies; Seth P. Gonzales, Senior, Chemistry; Kyleen S. Gonzalez, Senior, Computer Science; Autumn Gottfried-Irish, Senior, American Studies.

Anette K. Gullholm, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Devon H. Haglund, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jordan T. Haglund, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lily Hansen, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Marcus R. Hansen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Landon J. Hardt, Senior, Natural Resources; Ments A. Haugen, Junior, Accountancy; Sarah A. Heintly, Sophomore, Nutrition; Rya J. Hickey, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Maxwell J. Higlin, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Jack J. Hobbs, Junior, Environmental Econ and Policy; Madison J. Hood, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Colton Houck, Junior, Kinesiology; Holly J. Jackson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sophia E. Jadzak, Junior, Microbiology.

Chloe M. Johnson, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Maria E. Johnson, Sophomore, Renewable Materials; Andrew J. Jones, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Austin L. Jones, Junior, Accountancy; Kyra L. Kadhim, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Ryan C. Kelly, Senior, Kinesiology; Cassidy C. Kelly-Thomas, Senior, Business Administration; Brittany L. Kelso, Senior, Biology; Samuel J. Kennedy, Sophomore, Economics; Carson S. Key, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Kimberly Kirschner, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Lyndsey M. Knighten, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madison M. Leighton, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Gunnar G. Marino, Sophomore, Pre-Business; William S. McCallister, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.

Suzi N. McConnell, Freshman, Pre-Business; Victoria L. Mcgee, Senior, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Shandale L. McGee, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Monet J. Miller, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Nicholas B. Mitchell, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Anna L. Mollere, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Daniel J. Munch, Senior, Liberal Studies; Alex Murray, Senior, Pre-Business; Joshua J. Murray, Junior, Computer Science; Riley C. Murtaugh, Senior, Bioengineering.

Keanan F. Naegele, Senior, Psychology; Taylor J. Neal, Senior, Biology; Noah C. Nelson, Freshman, History; Brian K. Newcomb, Senior, Kinesiology; Rylie C. Nikolaus, Senior, Finance.

Wesley N. Noone, Senior, Biology; Andrew R. Orlich, Senior, Business Administration; Zachary M. Parsons, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Cameron T. Peddycord, Senior, Business Administration; Kelsey Peters, Senior, Kinesiology.

Maxwell H. Pierce, Freshman, Psychology; Jennifer Potts, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Malia E. Powers, Senior, Public Health; Alexander O. Pozorski, Junior, Mathematics; Erin B. Qadir, Senior, Biology.

Max R. Quinn, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Benjamin D. Randall, Senior, Social Science; Quinn D. Rasmussen, Senior, Botany; Caitlin A. Reid, Senior, Bioengineering; Kenneth G. Riper, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Nicole F. Robbins, Senior, Biology; Henry W. Robinson, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Hayley N. Sage, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Spencer N. Scott, Freshman, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Tucker L. Shannon, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Tarun Sharma, Senior, Pre-Accountancy; Jordan G. Sheller, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Matthew E. Shilling, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Anna L. Sidor, Senior, Animal Sciences; James P. Siemens, Sophomore, Earth Sciences.

Taylor T. Slye, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Spencer J. Snider, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Austin P. Snyder-Jewsbury, Freshman, Pre-Business; Savannah J. Spear, Junior, Pre-Business; Jeeven M. Stambaugh, Senior, Liberal Studies.

Kelsey T. Stewart, Senior, Civil Engineering; Conner M. Stillwell, Freshman, Pre-Business; Nathan Straus, Senior, Computer Science; Kyle W. Syfert, Senior, Natural Resources; Allison S. Taylor, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Cacey Thomas, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Canessa D. Thomas, Sophomore, Biology; Jessica F. Thomas, Senior, Biology; Madeleine T. Torres, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Logan B. Troyer, Senior, Biology.


Len Waterman, Sophomore, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Devin B. Wicker, Senior, Biology; Jack E. Wilson, Senior, Computer Science; Shelby R. Wilson, Senior, Biology; Shilo D. York, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

La Pine

Straight-A Average: Vance Hergenrader, Senior, Microbiology.

3.5 or Better: Leonard Gothberg, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Joan E. Johnson, Senior, Sociology; Micaela E. Miller, Junior, Kinesiology.

Redmond

Straight-A Average: Rebekah A. Cleary, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Bradley A. Cook, Senior, Computer Science; Tara B. Gabriel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexander D. Guyer, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Cynthia D. Hanley, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Shelby M. Knight, Senior, Natural Resources; Rosalee M. Land, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Jordyn L. Langeliers, Senior, Business Administration; James D. Martinez, Junior, Computer Science; Natalia A. Menshova, Senior, Kinesiology.

Meriah F. Parker, Sophomore, Biology; Jasmine I. Pina, Sophomore, Biology; Lauren A. Row, Junior, Spanish; Shayne D. Sensenbach, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Brenna L. Stevens, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Jacob D. Young, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Mackenzie Anderson, Junior, Social Science; Lawrence L. Arefieg, Junior, Biology; Brooklynn D. Bennett, Sophomore, Biology; Jacob Bladorn, Senior, Pre-Accountancy; Grace K. Bollard, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Michael P. Commins, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; James Fountain, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Lynnea M. Fredrickson, Sophomore, Social Science; Tyler L. Guyer, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jessica A. King, Senior, Marketing.

Dalton B. Lewis, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas W. Lochner, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Cordell A. McKinney, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Alexandra M. Newell, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jack H. Roberts, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Austin R. Row, Senior, Computer Science; Matthew T. Shoun, Senior, Kinesiology; McKenzie Sigmund, Junior, Animal Sciences; Hailee N. Skala, Senior, Kinesiology; Jennifer R. Speaks, Junior, Energy Systems Engineering.

Dakota N. Steen, Senior, Natural Resources; Taytum M. Stevens, Freshman, History; Mya Y. Stewart, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Matthew W. Thomas, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Samantha L. Tullis, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Chad J. Wall, Senior, Accountancy; Qianru Zhang, Post Baccalaureate, Accountancy.

Sisters

Straight-A Average: Jordan S. Weaver, Senior, Liberal Studies.

3.5 or Better: Paul E. Fullhart, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Austin N. Jacobsen, Senior, Business Administration; Ben D. Johnson, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Blake S. Knirk, Senior, Finance; McKenna N. Marshall, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Halston S. Sellentin, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kyle A. Van Krieken, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Sunriver

3.5 or Better: Patrick J. Baker, Freshman, Biology; Liam J. Gentry, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Preston B. Tuttle, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

DOUGLAS

Camas Valley

3.5 or Better: Whitney R. Lindsey, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Drain

Straight-A Average: Tanner J. Aldous, Junior, Chemistry; Jake I. LaCosse, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Donald A. Ruud, Senior, Management.
Elkton

3.5 or Better: Kaila N. Trout, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Glide


3.5 or Better: Joseph A. Mooney, Junior, Zoology; Carson L. Trimble, Senior, Natural Resources.

Myrtle Creek

Straight-A Average: Hannah J. Sheely, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Hayden G. Doud, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Taylor L. Kuntz, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Reedsport

3.5 or Better: Rayanne N. Osburn, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Environmental Engineering.

Roseburg

Straight-A Average: Andrea C. Chiou, Senior, Psychology; Wiley A. Clough, Senior, Earth Sciences; Tristen R. Gilbert, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Andreea Gosman, Senior, Biology; Corey J. Groshong, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Nadia J. King, Sophomore, Biology; Danielle C. Medina, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua E. Novak, Senior, Computer Science; Alannah L. Oleson, Senior, Computer Science; Kelly L. O'Neil, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.


3.5 or Better: Westanna L. Adams, Junior, Animal Sciences; Maria L. Alcaraz, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin-Lee C. Alexander, Senior, Mathematics; Gena M. Averett, Junior, Public Health; Stefan R. Ball, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Hunter K. Bancroft, Junior, Civil Engineering; Eric W. Batdorf, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sara J. Beaulieu, Senior, Civil Engineering; Emerald L. Berry-Cabiao, Senior, Management; Kathryn A. Brint, Sophomore, Graphic Design.

Devon E. Burson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kevin B. Coalwell, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Bailey A. Daniels, Freshman, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Tom C. DeBell, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Wyatt A. Deck, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Alexis M. Dettrich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jessica A. Duarte, Junior, Natural Resources; Sara F. Engle, Senior, Music; Courtney P. Fitzgerald, Senior, Finance; Whitney N. Gasner, Junior, Pre-Business.

Emma K. Gottfried, Junior, Kinesiology; Brady J. Haskett, Senior, Civil Engineering; Lily C. Hoffman, Sophomore, Biology; Clarissa A. Ibarra, Junior, Graphic Design; Nathan J. Kusler, Freshman, Pre-Nuclear Engineering.

Jacob S. Lightcap, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Alison T. Luce, Junior, Natural Resources; Alexandra F. Luther, Junior, English; Laura V. Marchi, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Cody W. Merritt, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Stephen L. Stoddard, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Elijah L. Trullinger, Senior, Kinesiology; John S. Vehrs, Senior, Horticulture; Corinne A. Walters, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Sutherlin

Straight-A Average: Meshayla C. Hagen-Young, Senior, Political Science.

3.5 or Better: Chad J. Bebeau, Senior, Forestry; Kylee L. Carson, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; James L. Gugel, Senior, Bioengineering; Joseph C. Matteo, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Hannah L. Swearingen, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Christopher A. Traill, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Tenmile

3.5 or Better: Jessica A. Reeves, Senior, Natural Resources.

Winchester

3.5 or Better: Cameron J. Friel, Junior, Computer Science; Kily C. Gilbert, Senior, Kinesiology.

Winston

Straight-A Average: Jakob N. Daniels, Senior, Accountancy; KC T. Perley, Senior, History; Minnie N. Sakulsakpinit, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Michael C. Griffin, Senior, Forest Engineering; Matthew Gulan, Senior, Kinesiology; Jessica L. Hinkson, Senior, Psychology.

Yoncalla

Straight-A Average: Tyler S. Gustafson, Junior, Agricultural Business Management.

GILLIAM

Condon


3.5 or Better: Benjamin Rietmann, Senior, Agricultural Business Management.

GRANT

John Day


Prairie City
3.5 or Better: Michel S. Sprouffske, Junior, Hospitality Management.

HARNEY

Burns

Straight-A Average: Gabrielle O. Gibbon, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Gage Cook, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Marissa D. Jones, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Hines

3.5 or Better: Kalib A. LaChapelle, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Ty W. Reid, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

HOOD RIVER

Cascade Locks

3.5 or Better: Paulina V. Le, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.

Hood River

Straight-A Average: Cherann M. Daniels, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jacob W. Fischer, Senior, Horticulture; Austin R. Keillor, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Ryder C. McDowell, Junior, Computer Science; Ross J. Morrison, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Owen C. Ramsey, Freshman, Kinesiology; Pico Sankari, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Alden P. Sova, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Natalie S. Wright, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Kainalu Bailey, Senior, Public Health; Francisco U. Bolanos, Senior, Computer Science; Augustine N. Bruno, Freshman, Pre-Business; Rodrigo Fernandez-Ortega, Sophomore, Political Science; Terri E. Hewitt, Junior, Computer Science.

Troy R. Hewitt, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Hope Kaady, Junior, Management; Frida C. Mata-Marquez, Senior, Public Health; Pierce E. Mcalpine, Freshman, Natural Resources; Mason McDowell, Junior, University Exploratory Studies.

Lucy K. McLean, Junior, Political Science; Travis J. Monahan, Junior, Horticulture; Ivana B. Ortega, Sophomore, Psychology; Alexander Pedroza-Gutierrez, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Austyn C. Polzel, Senior, Horticulture.

DesiRae N. Roush, Senior, History; Edgar C. Villegas, Senior, Finance; Wyatt T. Webber, Junior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Mount Hood Parkdale

3.5 or Better: Jeremy J. Fischer, Senior, Computer Science; Manuel A. Lara-Navaarro, Junior, Computer Science.

Odell

3.5 or Better: Aaron Lachino-Pinon, Sophomore, Kinesiology.
JACKSON

Applegate

3.5 or Better: Brockway F. Elmore II, Sophomore, Pre-Radiation Health Physics.

Ashland

Straight-A Average: Tad T. Biggs, Senior, Music; Eshe J. Hummingbird, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Anne S. Kim, Senior, Kinesiology; Drew A. Kutcher, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; David J. Lehrburger, Junior, Biology.

Eileen P. Lukens, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Ian M. McQuoid, Senior, Mathematics.

3.5 or Better: Taylor J. Amarotico, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Christopher G. Buckley, Sophomore, Physics; Ellie P. Case, Sophomore, Biology; Aubrie S. Georgevitch, Senior, Zoology; Joshua B. Griffin, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Kymberleigh H. Hartman, Senior, Liberal Studies; Nora C. Honeycutt, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Zachery J. Knudsen, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Gabriele R. Livni, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Lewis G. Loutzenhiser, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

Sydney M. Norvell, Junior, Public Health; Samuel L. Sagal, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Evan D. Schweikert, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Jon N. Volz, Senior, Management; Blair W. Wilson, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineering.

Julia M. Wilson, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Central Point

Straight-A Average: Elizabeth A. Puttman, Senior, Bioresource Research.

3.5 or Better: Josiah J. Abrams, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Dana Bean, Junior, Nutrition; Trenton J. Bradshaw, Junior, Anthropology; Justin C. Casebier, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mason P. Drake, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Jacob R. Gustafson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Megan L. Hastings, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Laci M. James, Senior, Psychology; Isabella M. Karabinas, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Masen D. Kennish, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

John P. Martinez, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Dalyn M. McCauley, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Taylor C. Murphy, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Denis Roman, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Carl A. Sanders, Senior, Merchandising Management.

Trinity J. Wilkinson, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Eagle Point

Straight-A Average: Mark B. Wyant, Junior, Bioresource Research.

3.5 or Better: Laurel M. Caldwell, Junior, Animal Sciences; Ashley Chan, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Julieanne J. Dotson-Bossert, Senior, Psychology; Jason K. Lovrien, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Joseph G. Pappas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Elizabeth C. Richardson, Junior, Psychology; Brianna M. Shopp, Junior, Psychology; Bryce N. Thornton, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Gold Hill
Straight-A Average: James W. Taylor, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Samuel W. Bailey, Freshman, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Kyle T. Joseph, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Jacksonville

3.5 or Better: Parker D. Atkinson, Freshman, Pre-Business; Melody B. Lindorf, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Riley C. Martin, Freshman, Pre-Business; Corinne A. Thom, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Amy E. Watson, Junior, Kinesiology.

Levi Willmeth, Senior, Computer Science.

Medford

Straight-A Average: Chanaye D. Ballard, Senior, Kinesiology; John W. Blackham, Post Baccalaureate, Ecological Engineering; Dakota P. Cail, Sophomore, Civil Engineering; Michael J. Crennen, Junior, Pre-Accountancy; Matthew W. Hoeper, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Megan M. Kapp, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Summer C. Keating, Freshman, Psychology; Daniel L. Kieffer, Post Baccalaureate, Accounting; Taylor G. Kreul, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Liam C. MacLeod, Sophomore, Natural Resources.

Mahal G. Miles, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Sophia D. Morris, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Elora J. Ormand, Sophomore, Zoology; Thomas T. Storment, Junior, Biology; Aishwarya Vellanki, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

3.5 or Better: Joshua M. Baugh, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Roberto M. Bech, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Madeline B. Bloom, Sophomore, Chemistry; Tyler K. Bohn, Senior, Radiation Health Physics; Kylie L. Burns, Junior, Sociology.

Trae J. Carpenter, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Elisabeth Castillo, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Meghan M. Cowan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Megan M. Duke, Junior, French; Tyler D. Easton, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Jillian R. Emard, Senior, Computer Science; John H. Gaffney, Junior, Biology; Alex Gonzalez, Senior, Physics; Andrea M. Green, Senior, Pre-Business; Austin J. Griffin, Senior, Economics.

Elizabeth F. Hamilton, Senior, Civil Engineering; Casey M. Hase, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Samantha A. Hermant, Senior, Kinesiology; Cody P. Holliday, Senior, Computer Science; Samantha A. Hooper, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Alexa N. Inman, Senior, Nutrition; Michael A. Jones, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Emily T. Lemons, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zach Lerew, Senior, Computer Science; Dylan A. Levos, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Matthew J. Merritt, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Morgan S. Messer, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Briana Milhoan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua M. Milhoan, Freshman, Botany; Billie B. Morris, Senior, Biology.

Micah S. Nash, Senior, Physics; Duncan A. O'Boyle, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ashley M. Parker, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Quinn A. Pauck, Sophomore, History; Katherine M. Poet, Freshman, Zoology.

Aja T. Rayburn, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kelly M. Reis, Senior, Kinesiology; Diego J. Rodriguez, Junior, Microbiology; Dwight R. Sanders, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Shannen L. Sherwin, Senior, Pre-Public Health.

Lillian R. Tegner, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Adlar D. Thomas, Senior, Kinesiology; Sarah M. Thomas, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Nicholas K. Van Valkenburg, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Erin A. Vieira, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Chinmay P. Wadgaonkar, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Trace A. Walker, Senior, Management; Daniel B. Willhite, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Will C. Winans, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Phoenix

Straight-A Average: Vivian T. Le, Junior, Pre-Business; Grayland R. Lunn, Junior, Computer Science.

Rogue River

3.5 or Better: Jenna T. Bruce, Sophomore, Biology; Hannah R. DuPont, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Cheyenne B. Morales, Junior, Psychology.

Shady Cove

3.5 or Better: Michael G. Hammond, Freshman, History.

Talent

3.5 or Better: Kyle M. Botermans, Senior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Kelsey M. Cronin, Junior, Biology; Sadie A. Kasiah, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jadin M. Swarts, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

White City

3.5 or Better: Ethan M. Kennelly, Sophomore, English; Anna L. Wheeler, Junior, Biology.

JEFFERSON

Camp Sherman

3.5 or Better: Samantha J. Wavrin, Junior, Kinesiology.

Culver

Straight-A Average: Alanis L. Thornton, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

3.5 or Better: Camille R. Brooks, Senior, Natural Resources.

Madras

Straight-A Average: Melanie Widmer, Senior, Business Administration.

3.5 or Better: Cynthia Carvajal, Junior, Political Science; Ryan J. Goss, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Keaton M. Hartman, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew L. Marcotte, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Chris J. Miraflor, Sophomore, Physics. Richard W. Molitor, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Anthony K. Otter, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Michael Rodriguez, Senior, Computer Science; Bryce J. Vincent, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Elizabeth G. Wienert, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Terrebonne

3.5 or Better: Ryan M. Cary, Senior, Business Administration.

JOSEPHINE

Cave Junction

Straight-A Average: Tess E. Wier, Post Baccalaureate, Rangeland Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Maelagh E. Baker, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Samantha D. Frederick, Senior, Kinesiology.

Grants Pass

Straight-A Average: Sierra L. Anderson, Senior, Public Health; James A. Barry, Senior, Computer Science; Jordan M. Goulette, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Thomas K. Hayes, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kali L. Henderson, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy.

Chloe J. Jameson, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Chiara L. Marzi, Senior, Finance; Benjamin C. Musser, Junior, History; Danielle J. Taylor, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Logan F. Wooldridge, Junior, Mathematics.

3.5 or Better: Amanda R. Castle, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Cameron E. Castle, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Jessica M. Chancy, Junior, Psychology; Benjamin J. Dean, Junior, Civil Engineering; Cole D. Decourcey, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Ryan P. Diltz, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Trevor T. Dowd, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Samuel T. Fox, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Austin J. Green, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Anita Gritsiouk, Sophomore, Psychology.

Alyssa L. Hayes, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Wyatt Inman, Junior, Zoology; Rebecca L. Low, Junior, Public Health; Cameron L. Marzi, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jacob W. Mazzola, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Michael L. Moran-Kay, Junior, Physics; Nikolas D. O'Hara, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Tarisa D. Olinski, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Ismael G. Pardo, Junior, History; Mason G. Pratt, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Andrea M. Quirarte, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Chloe Ramirez, Junior, Applied Visual Arts; Zachary D. Randall, Senior, Microbiology; Xavier P. Romo, Freshman, Biology; Amanda F. Solar, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Donnie J. Thomason, Sophomore, Psychology; Morgan K. Thompson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sabrina N. Trimble, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Madelyn J. Walker, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Hope E. Wolterman, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Merlin

Straight-A Average: Bryaunna J. Kostelnik, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

3.5 or Better: Josephine L. Stark, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

Selma

3.5 or Better: Brian S. Bemis, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.
Wilderville

3.5 or Better: Valerie C. Wesp, Junior, Psychology.

Williams

Straight-A Average: Calder D. Wilson, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering.

Wolf Creek

3.5 or Better: Ella M. Smillie, Junior, Psychology.

**KLAMATH**

Bonanza

3.5 or Better: Bailey M. Hammerich, Senior, Animal Sciences; Ryan P. Wells, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences.

Chiloquin

3.5 or Better: Elliot Anderton, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ashley L. Garatea, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Gilchrist

3.5 or Better: Wesley J. Anding, Junior, Pre-Business.

Keno

3.5 or Better: Dalton J. Gray, Freshman, Biology.

Klamath Falls

Straight-A Average: Andrew S. Crawford, Senior, History; Tyler J. Pettigrew, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Daniel M. Read, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Allan M. Aguirre-Burk, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Trevor A. Arino, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Mark R. Bailey, Senior, Political Science; Palmer M. Brock, Sophomore, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Grant G. Broyles, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Michael Y. Chang, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Julianna T. Donohoe, Junior, Microbiology; Robert E. Ferguson, Junior, Exercise and Sport Science; Taylor R. Fleming, Junior, Public Health; Sierra L. Hawthorne, Senior, Biology; Casey K. Hoggarth, Junior, Kinesiology; Chase A. Keeney, Junior, Public Health; Philip J. Kirk, Junior, History; Patricia R. Malakar-Hernandez, Senior, Biology; Jeffrey D. Meeds, Junior, Management; Christian J. Ortiz, Sophomore, Anthropology; Paula K. Pinlac, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zane W. Riggs, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Isabelle R. Taylor, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Malin

Straight-A Average: Mary A. Alto, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.
Merrill

Straight-A Average: Dakota J. Massey, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

LAKE

Lakeview

Straight-A Average: Anna E. Fledderjohann, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Brandi M. Larson, Senior, Biology; Ashley M. Reese, Senior, Bioresource Research; Jessica L. Theall, Junior, Rangeland Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Alexander D. Efird, Freshman, Pre-Business; Delaney M. Hall, Junior, Kinesiology; Nicholas C. Warner, Junior, Finance.

LANE

Blachly

3.5 or Better: Scott R. Sinclair, Senior, Civil Engineering; Taylor R. Steinhauer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Christian M. Wagner, Senior, Kinesiology.

Cheshire

3.5 or Better: Audrianna M. Rock, Junior, Computer Science; Gabriel S. Shepherd, Senior, Industrial Engineering.

Coburg

Straight-A Average: Ellie R. Yamamoto, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Cottage Grove

Straight-A Average: Benjamin N. Bauml, Junior, Physics; Justin L. Bennett, Senior, English.

3.5 or Better: Caitlynn J. Dougherty, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Kale'a P. Galbreath, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Agnes R. Hite, Sophomore, Speech Communication; N K. Morton, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Magnolia B. Pickens, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Michelle E. Sand, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Allison B. Thomas, Freshman, Kinesiology; Arcanna M. Walters, Freshman, Psychology.

Creswell

Straight-A Average: Kamron S. Bratlie, Sophomore, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Clark A. Embleton, Senior, Physics; Hannah M. Williams, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Rachael M. Hawken, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hannah G. Wheeler, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Dexter
3.5 or Better: Chad J. Harris, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Dorena

Straight-A Average: Scott A. Anderson, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Clover A. Rudicel, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Elmira

3.5 or Better: Bryan A. Zimmerman, Senior, History.

Eugene

Straight-A Average: Joseph M. Ambros, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Tessa A. Barker, Post Baccalaureate, Crop and Soil Science; Mackenzie R. Barron, Senior, Pre-Public Health; Dana K. Bean, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Cody C. Bloomfield, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Hunter A. Briggs, Junior, Ethnic Studies; Tyler W. Brown, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Ayla S. Bussel, Sophomore, Psychology; Kristina M. Campbell, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Stanley B. Cates, Sophomore, Zoology.

Lauren D. Chase, Senior, Nutrition; Nathan C. Coddington, Senior, Chemistry; Christopher D. Cousins, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Madison P. Cowles, Junior, Nutrition; Jennifer Cox, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Lissa A. Davis, Senior, Food Science and Technology; Drew T. Dymock, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Erin Ellefsen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jacob B. Elling, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Carly R. Ferguson, Senior, English.

Riley J. Ferguson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kendyl A. Fletcher, Senior, Kinesiology; Julian D. Fortune, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Christian A. Gabor, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Amy I. Gibson, Post Baccalaureate, Applied Visual Arts.

True E. Gibson, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Victoria J. Girod, Senior, Public Health; Natasha A. Giulietti, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tyler A. Gray, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Garrett C. Haley, Junior, Computer Science.

Donald M. Harkins, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Evan M. Hopper-Moore, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew J. Jordan, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Margo Kahn, Senior, Nutrition; Anna M. Kaplan, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Evelyn G. Mailander, Junior, Anthropology; Isaac M. Melick, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Brooks J. Mikkelson, Senior, Computer Science; Christopher M. Neilson, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Zoe M. Philby, Senior, Applied Visual Arts.

Seth H. Pinckney, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Skylar J. Roach, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Kimbert J. Robinson, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Bradley D. Rochon, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Mark C. Rubin, Senior, Zoology.

Melissa A. Scarborough, Senior, Mathematics; Noah Serdar, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Michael E. Siddel, Senior, Zoology; Brittan D. Silver, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Ian K. Skaggs, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.

Kiersten E. Sparks, Sophomore, Microbiology; Carly S. Stasack, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Sophie A. Stipek, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Sean T. Sylwester, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ezmie R. Trevarrow, Sophomore, Biology.
Sydney K. Wardan, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Alyssa M. Whalen, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Matthew J. Young, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Miles W. Young, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Zachary W. Adams, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Malia M. Adee, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Andrew J. Albin, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology; Abigail R. Anderson, Freshman, Pre-Business; Yesenia Aparicio, Senior, Biology.

Dhalia Aparicio-Cruz, Junior, Biology; Matt H. Ault, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kassidy N. Benson, Junior, English; Shea C. Binder, Junior, Ecological Engineering; Amanda N. Boechler, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Victoria A. Boechler, Junior, Kinesiology; Amy M. Bofto, Senior, Public Health; Meghan L. Born, Junior, Botany; Isabella W. Bratland, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Parker D. Bruni, Senior, Computer Science.

Matthew T. Bucy, Senior, University Exploratory Studies; Evan Canizares, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Zachary M. Caprai, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Lauren R. Card, Senior, Kinesiology; Hannah G. Carey, Post Baccalaureate, Biology.

Alexis V. Carlton, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Taylor L. Carman, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Madison R. Cates, Junior, Animal Sciences; Wallace G. Ceccanese, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Isabella C. Chitwood-Fox, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Nathan J. Clark, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Alea R. Cowman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Pearl S. Cutting, Senior, Sociology; Mason L. Dallegge, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Benjamin J. Davidson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Emma R. Davis, Junior, Biology; Sean M. Davis, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Erin M. Dose, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Danielle E. Dow, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Grayson E. Druffel, Sophomore, Biology.

Natalie D. Duider, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Laura B. DuVall, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Nicholas A. Eichner, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Liam A. Elliott, Junior, Pre-General Engineering; Tanner C. Evenson, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Solomon T. Faulkner, Sophomore, Sociology; Anastasia M. Fitkin, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brynn E. FitzClemen, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Henry L. Fowler, Senior, Computer Science; Makena S. Fowler, Senior, Kinesiology.

Conner S. Fox, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Olivia R. Franssen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Laurel A. Fricke, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Kathleen C. Frisella, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Joshua C. Ganter, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Annabelle S. Geisler, Junior, Biology; Austin L. Gillem, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Jacob K. Gillette, Freshman, Pre-Elec & Computer Engineer; Joseph Gittins, Freshman, Pre-Business; Jessica G. Giulietti, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Angus M. Green, Senior, English; Isaac M. Grossberg, Junior, Pre-Elec & Computer Engineer; Allison L. Guill, Junior, Biology; Ashley M. Haller, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Iao Harowe, Senior, Political Science.

Ashley E. Heinrich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kailyn L. Hellwege, Senior, Computer Science; Dustin A. Henning, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Cara M. Hettick, Sophomore, Biology; Madison M. Hood, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Hannah M. Horton, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Sam I. Jensen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Tyler D. Jones, Junior, Computer Science; Alexandra L. Kalen, Senior, Management; Erin P. Keough, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Amrit Nam S. Khalsa, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hunter R. Kilmarx, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Brian T. Kim, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Mariel T. King, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Parker B. Kolpin, Sophomore, Pre-Business.
Amber J. Lamet, Senior, Natural Resources; Rachel E. Larsen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Tyler Law, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Stephen M. Leung, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Nathan A. Lewis, Sophomore, Mathematics.

Earl N. Lininger, Junior, Public Health; Benjamin Liu-May, Freshman, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Rachel Liu-May, Senior, Chemistry; Kelsie Loomis, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Owen T. Loughran, Senior, Computer Science.

Parker K. Lund, Senior, Biology; Henry E. Mailander, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Nicole McCallum, Senior, Kinesiology; Tomas H. McMonigal, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Angel M. McNabb-Lyons, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Kendra J. Melvill, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Thomas S. Metzler, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Dakota A. Millak, Junior, Psychology; Harry C. Miller, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Noah A. Miller, Senior, Biology.

Colbe Moe, Senior, Anthropology; Andrew B. Murray, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; John F. Musgrove, Junior, Mathematics; Ariel M. Nelson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Sophia R. Newman, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Cooper J. Nicolaysen, Freshman, Physics; Natalie B. Olmos, Senior, Marketing; Timothy R. Olson, Senior, Art; Trent F. Olson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Benjamin E. Olsson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Daniel P. Park, Senior, Civil Engineering; Pranav A. Patel, Junior, Business Information Systems; Alexandre G. Pedersen, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Marcella M. Peebles, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Jeanine C. Pestoni, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Jason M. Petersen, Freshman, Renewable Materials; William M. Potwora, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Bodhidharma Prime, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tavia Quash-Mah, Senior, Anthropology; Henry R. Rear, Junior, Chemistry.

Liam T. Reardon, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Vanessa I. Reid, Senior, Interior Design; Brian A. Renzi, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kai L. Roberts, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kieryian A. Rock, Freshman, Biology.

Brendan C. Ryan, Senior, Forestry; Adam D. Schneiderhan, Senior, Bioengineering; Aaron Schoening, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Frederick A. Sernatinger, Junior, Civil Engineering; Michaela A. Shannon, Senior, Natural Resources.

Jessie M. Shirley, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Siena M. Silvanus-Hershiser, Freshman, Biology; Leah M. Skeele, Senior, Anthropology; Erica R. Smith, Senior, Apparel Design; Teresa K. Sorensen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Joshua W. Spaht, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Alexandra R. Speiser, Sophomore, English; Benjamin A. Steele, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Emma G. Strgar, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Adam J. Stricker, Freshman, Pre-Radiation Health Physics.

Kendra K. Stubbs, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rudy A. Sykora, Freshman, Food Science and Technology; Wesley Tan, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Dylan E. Taylor, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Kaya M. Trepp, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Madison S. Tuck, Senior, History; Felix H. Tyson, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Taylor C. Vagher, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Oliver D. Valdivia Camacho, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Nathan D. Van Cleave, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Alena M. Vasquez, Senior, Chemistry; Hannah T. Vaughan, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Alice M. Viles, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zielle M. Walsh, Junior, Biology; Molly A. Walter, Senior, Biology.

Regina A. Weeks, Junior, Computer Science; Claire M. Whittaker, Senior, Botany; Rosemary H. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Toby G. Woods, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Marcus M. Wymer, Senior, Psychology.

Madison L. Yamamoto, Junior, Graphic Design; Peter T. Young, Sophomore, History; Janet L. Zornek, Senior, Public Health.
Florence

Straight-A Average: Mikaela R. Siegel, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Michael J. Larson, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Hayden R. Miles, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Junction City

Straight-A Average: Rachel A. Meighan, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Arnbjorn Stokholm, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.

3.5 or Better: Justin M. Allen, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Hanna G. Foshay, Junior, Speech Communication; Leah C. Jaeger, Junior, Apparel Design; Krystal M. Lemhouse, Senior, Natural Resources; Lindsay K. McFadden, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors.

Ethan A. Mills, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Elise C. Nord, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Taryn Norris, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Spencer T. Osburn, Freshman, Horticulture; Josiah M. Starr, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Ashley F. Victor, Junior, Biology; Caitlin E. Victor, Freshman, Kinesiology; Alyssa A. Watters, Senior, Management.

Leaburg

3.5 or Better: Toni R. Malone, Sophomore, Psychology.

Mapleton

3.5 or Better: Christopher L. Free, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Marcola

3.5 or Better: Austin J. Smith, Freshman, Natural Resources.

McKenzie Bridge

3.5 or Better: Matthew S. Brownlee, Junior, Natural Resources.

Noti

Straight-A Average: Jenna L. Wiser, Senior, History.

3.5 or Better: Jake M. Wiser, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Pleasant Hill

3.5 or Better: Gage W. Hardy, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Maggie A. Murray, Junior, Graphic Design; Rileigh J. Nielsen, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Springfield
Straight-A Average: Michael S. Canaday, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Rachael G. Dawes, Senior, History; Mandie J. Driskill, Senior, Horticulture; Hannah M. Escobar, Junior, Public Health; Pamela G. Mealy, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Tessa C. Barone, Senior, English; Casey R. Beckett, Freshman, Pre-Business; Naomi L. Boe, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Tyler J. Castile, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Keith A. Collver, Sophomore, Microbiology.
Brittany M. Darling, Senior, Psychology; Colton W. Fisher, Senior, Civil Engineering; Justin K. Grassauer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Chase M. Henderson, Freshman, Economics; Sydney A. Jones, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.
Roopkiran Kaur, Sophomore, Nutrition; Cleo M. Keener, Junior, Music; Christopher L. Keppler, Junior, Animal Sciences; Victoria N. Kurtz, Senior, Sociology; Mariana G. Montgomery, Freshman, Biology.
Jory Ness, Senior, Kinesiology; Jason M. Park, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Jordan P. Pifer, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Caleb L. Ransdell, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Eryn E. Reeder, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.
Justin M. Sheetz, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Rosalynn V. Stokes, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kilee B. Tiner, Junior, Pre-Graphic Design; Eric H. Vicinus, Junior, Kinesiology.

Swisshome

3.5 or Better: Steve K. Erickson, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Veneta

Straight-A Average: Shawn Cross, Senior, Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Blake W. Day, Senior, Chemistry; Andrew N. Kilmer, Junior, History; Ryan C. Schultz, Freshman, Psychology; Jessica L. Warrick, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition.

Vida

3.5 or Better: Tamera L. Satchell, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

LINCOLN

Blodgett

Straight-A Average: Bushra Moussaoui, Junior, Biology.

Depoe Bay

3.5 or Better: Bianca J. Dale, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Samantha K. Raines, Senior, Public Health.

Lincoln City

3.5 or Better: Ian B. Fehringer-Williams, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sara E. Gibson, Senior, Horticulture; Chase C. Prins, Freshman, Environmental Sciences.
Neotsu

Straight-A Average: Nicholas J. Martin, Freshman, Pre-Public Health.

3.5 or Better: Bailey M. Hanson, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Catherine L. Mina, Senior, Political Science.

Newport

Straight-A Average: Daniel G. Galley, Sophomore, Philosophy; Rachel M. Johnson, Senior, Bioengineering; Paige C. Lane, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Jane E. Myrick, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

3.5 or Better: Meagan E. Amos, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Nathan J. Bearden, Senior, Biology; Evangeline M. Benham, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Mercedes R. Blanchette, Sophomore, English; Mollie Dorna, Senior, Digital Communication Arts.

Melanie K. Green, Senior, Zoology; Dyan V. Hillman, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Yi Hui Liu, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Abigail S. Mason, Junior, Pre-Business; Timothy C. Saelens, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Austin C. Thompson, Junior, History.

Otis

3.5 or Better: Trevor M. Knott, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Riley W. Schroeder, Senior, History.

Seal Rock

3.5 or Better: Bridget E. Levy, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Siletz

Straight-A Average: Jostan C. Brown, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Connor I. Campbell, Junior, Computer Science.

South Beach

3.5 or Better: Tracey J. Hunt, Senior, Kinesiology; McKenzie E. Orr, Junior, Psychology.

Toledo

3.5 or Better: Jordan Colmenero, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jacquelyn M. Turner, Junior, Nutrition.

Waldport

Straight-A Average: Meghan Heineman, Junior, Anthropology; Tabitha J. Keefer, Senior, Anthropology.
Yachats

Straight-A Average: Zoe F. Thomas, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

LINN

Albany

Straight-A Average: Sydney E. Allen, Junior, Zoology; Sophia P. Betts, Freshman, Sociology; Steven L. Camfield, Senior, Philosophy; Leo C. Clarke, Senior, Finance; Dominick M. Crittenden, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Marissa T. Delp, Sophomore, Microbiology; Tanner R. Fromcke, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Heather M. Gehrett, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Olivia Guillen, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Michael Harrison, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture.

Alex D. Hoffer, Senior, Psychology; Katherine C. Hood, Senior, Psychology; Hunter T. Humphreys, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Garrett M. Hurley, Senior, Speech Communication; Jonah R. Koerner, Junior, Pre-Accountancy.

Charles D. Koll, Senior, Computer Science; Joseph M. Lake, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Riley J. Lamont, Sophomore, Mathematics; Emma N. Latta, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kaitlin D. Leeper, Senior, Political Science.

Jonah L. Nicholas, Junior, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Luke P. Penner, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Andrew W. Peterschmidt, Senior, Kinesiology; Maddie D. Price, Sophomore, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Karissa N. Renyer, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Ana-Lauren C. Rudin, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Robert M. Ryan, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Amanda J. Sebring, Senior, Psychology; Ashley A. Seymour, Senior, Liberal Studies; Kendra L. Shaw, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jacob L. Smith, Senior, Kinesiology; William D. Sutherland, Senior, Biology; Sarah A. Trevisiol, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Benjamin C. Watts, Junior, English; Robert J. Yde, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Education.

3.5 or Better: Ashley Ames, Junior, Psychology; Nafiz M. Azam, Senior, Finance; Andrew R. Baker, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Trevor D. Baley, Senior, Biology; Ryan M. Ballinger, Senior, Political Science.

Haley L. Baske, Senior, Interior Design; Eric M. Beebe, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Maria L. Bellando, Senior, English; Larissa D. Blackwell, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Ploypenmas S. Boyd, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Michael Bucks, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Jonathan C. Campbell, Junior, Forestry; Logan R. Chytraus, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Shaelyn C. Cox, Sophomore, Sociology; Austin G. Culver, Senior, Accountancy.

Nicole C. Daugherty, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Cynthia de la Torre, Junior, Psychology; Michael C. Devin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ryan A. Dozler, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Cuong T. Duong, Junior, Pre-Business.

Matthew Easdale, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Shayla R. Eastman, Senior, Natural Resources; Jeremiah R. Erskine, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Jordan L. Fee, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Zackary R. Fergason, Junior, English.

Blake W. Fief, Junior, Bioengineering; Kyra C. Forester, Senior, Animal Sciences; Angela C. Freeman, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Kaela M. Fuller, Senior, Psychology; Heron Golhetto-Dorr, Junior, Psychology.

Madison M. Gonzales, Senior, Liberal Studies; Austin J. Gulstrom, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Bailey M. Gulstrom, Junior, Psychology; Rosita A. Gutierrez, Junior, Accountancy; Anna E. Hamilton, Senior, Chemical Engineering.
Taylor D. Hanson, Freshman, Pre-Business; Austin D. Harris, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Jessica D. Henslee, Senior, Kinesiology; Aaron T. Hiddleson, Senior, Accountancy; Samantha G. Huff, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Alexi N. Ismail, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Anthony Kahn, Junior, Finance; Michael J. Ketsdever, Junior, Political Science; Douglas A. Keys, Senior, Civil Engineering; Mitchell H. Keys, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.

Madeline T. Kier, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Meghan M. King, Senior, Economics.

Ethan R. Ladd, Junior, Natural Resources; Jesse L. La Jeunesse, Senior, Chemistry; Reece A. Larrabee, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Conner D. Maddalozzo, Senior, Pre-Computer Science; Khamsanith J. Manivanh, Senior, Biology.

Alec S. Marlega, Senior, History; Douglas C. Marsh, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Carmen McCormack, Junior, Applied Visual Arts; Elena I. Mendoza, Senior, Kinesiology; Sarah J. Merrill, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Dylan L. Migliorini, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kacee M. Navarro, Senior, Management; Cody J. Parker, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Skylar S. Paul, Senior, History; Andrew J. Perry, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.

Kaylee M. Phillips, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Carol E. Pletnikoff, Freshman, Religious Studies; Aaron A. Pope, Senior, History; Hannah R. Price, Senior, Finance; Alexis M. Proteau, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jose F. Ramos, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Riley E. Rimer, Senior, Computer Science; Emily L. Rochelle, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Joshua L. Rondeau, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Matthew T. Shreve, Freshman, Liberal Studies.

Jesse A. Siewell, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Justin J. Silbernagel, Post Baccalaureate, Education; Carson J. Silsby, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Paige E. Sim, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Eric D. Slyter, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Thomas G. Stone, Senior, Management; Anthony S. Straw, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Eric P. Stringer, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Radiation Health Physics; Samuel N. Sutherland, Freshman, English; Eriq J. Thompson, Junior, Pre-Accountancy.

Angel Torres, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Kylie A. Tyler, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Arthur Veremchuk, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Jaime Viramontes Jr, Sophomore, Chemistry; Cristianna M. Waite, Senior, Management.

Cody D. Werst, Senior, Sociology; Travis B. Wisner, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Shirley Wong, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Brownsville

Straight-A Average: Mikaela J. Gosney, Senior, Natural Resources; Taylor A. Moore, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Emilie M. Ratcliff, Senior, English.

Halsey

3.5 or Better: Meagan A. Smith, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Danial D. Stutz, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Harrisburg

Straight-A Average: Alyssa J. Freeman, Senior, English; Isaiah W. Stadler, Freshman, Kinesiology.
3.5 or Better: Karina Ruiz Lopez, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Lebanon

Straight-A Average: Kelly S. Cornelius, Senior, Nutrition; Jason Foster, Senior, Business Administration; Kayla L. Mackie, Senior, Public Health; Abigail E. Mars, Sophomore, Psychology; Tyler J. Nolan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Orin L. Osborne, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Wyatt E. Osborne, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Samantha D. Spencer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Zachary M. Thomas, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Daniel B. Vore, Senior, History.

3.5 or Better: Hannah R. Alley, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; David W. Baugh, Senior, Computer Science; Tyler A. Berg, Senior, Biology; Jorian M. Bruslind, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Cody T. Christopher, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Cameron R. Cox, Sophomore, Finance; Jess DePew, Senior, Earth Sciences; Loveleen K. Dhote, Freshman, Pre-Business; Nathan W. Diebel, Sophomore, History; Tiga Evans, Senior, Sociology.

Kendra L. Gillett, Freshman, Pre-Business; Jacob P. Haley, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Cory J. Hochstetler, Senior, Chemistry; Anthony D. Langford, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Eric A. Maurer, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Alexandra G. Mejia, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Thomas Noelcke, Senior, Computer Science; Samuel M. Patterson, Junior, Pre-Business; Jacob T. Rappe, Junior, Pre-Business; Ethan K. Riemer, Senior, Psychology.

Julianne E. Robinson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Alexander T. Ruef, Senior, Computer Science; Susan J. Silva, Senior, Kinesiology; Shamanjit K. Sranna, Junior, Public Health; Francisco J. Virrueta, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Jackson T. Wells, Senior, Computer Science; Ian C. Wingo, Sophomore, English.

Lyons

Straight-A Average: Jasmine N. Means, Sophomore, Mathematics.

3.5 or Better: Carmen E. Blair, Freshman, Sociology; Coral L. Pease, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.

Scio

3.5 or Better: Reyna R. Villanueva, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Shedd

3.5 or Better: Steve M. Rist, Junior, Business Administration.

Sweet Home

Straight-A Average: Brandon L. Combs, Senior, Finance; Nanette M. Dorsey, Senior, Liberal Studies; Kyle McCollum, Senior, History; Madeline J. Tyler, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Austin D. Horner, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Emalee R. Hoyle, Sophomore, Applied Visual Arts; Christopher J. Melcher, Junior, Pre-Forestry; Tiffany J. Miller, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Gracie N. Olson, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering.
Taylor N. Thorpe, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Daniel J. Virtue, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering.

Tangent

Straight-A Average: Anna L. Alex, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Rachel H. Devyldere, Junior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Devin B. Goodwin, Freshman, Biology; Gwen Moulton, Junior, Horticulture; Carly S. Storm, Junior, Marketing.

X

Straight-A Average: Tamara S. Gann, Senior, Anthropology.

MALHEUR

Jordan Valley

3.5 or Better: Garrett A. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Nyssa

3.5 or Better: Andres G. Gonzalez, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Ontario

Straight-A Average: Garrett M. Kitamura, Senior, English; Jessica L. Roland, Senior, Bioresource Research.

3.5 or Better: Jianlong Huang, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Alexander T. Kameshige, Senior, Bioengineering; Brecklin J. Milton, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Amber R. Murray, Junior, Psychology; Orlando J. Nunez, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies. Amanda Stasiniski, Senior, Finance; Keegan S. Susuki, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Erin K. Tanaka, Junior, Computer Science; Paiten W. Tensen, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering.

MARION

Aumsville

3.5 or Better: Oliver B. Pritchard, Senior, Biology; Sean-Michael Riesterer, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Tristen J. Swift, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Aurora

Straight-A Average: Kendra G. Beck, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Wesley M. Johnston, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Luke N. Auxier, Junior, Accountancy; Mark S. Geisler, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Emma K. Johnston, Freshman, Kinesiology; Samuel T. Parker, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Sydney M. Peterson, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.
Zachary V. Scroggy, Freshman, Physics.

Brooks

Straight-A Average: Benjamin A. Avery, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Donald

3.5 or Better: Sebastian J. Powers-Leach, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Gervais

Straight-A Average: Michaela K. Chapin, Freshman, Biology; Colton Herinckx, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; David A. Howard, Post Baccalaureate, Elect & Computer Engineering; Erica Morales Santos, Junior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Dennis J. Lind, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Hubbard

Straight-A Average: Trenton D. Gianella, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Alexis L. Knight, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Ian R. Oakes, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Benjamin T. Westwood, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Jefferson

Straight-A Average: Addie R. Howell, Sophomore, Pre-Communication.

3.5 or Better: Taylor S. Birrueta, Senior, Civil Engineering; Olivia J. Howell, Junior, Pre-Business; Sarah E. McGehee, Senior, Music; Connor E. Shields, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Andrew J. Williams, Senior, Biology.

Keizer

Straight-A Average: Bailey R. Flint, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; McKenna C. Kuhns, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Haley E. Lebold, Senior, Biology; Ellen M. Selander, Junior, Horticulture.

3.5 or Better: Jacob M. Beebe, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Thomas L. Bonar, Senior, Biology; Craig W. Brod, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Hunter D. Davis, Sophomore, Music; Morgan A. Hoag, Junior, Chemistry.

Judy L. Jiang, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah J. Kannier, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Easton A. Neitzel, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alyx D. Peterson, Senior, Graphic Design; Annie L. Purkey, Freshman, Biology.

Garret L. Ramsay, Sophomore, History; Heidi E. Reed, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Makenzie N. Swiger, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Allison A. Turner, Senior, Public Health; Caroline M. Young, Junior, Management.

Mount Angel
3.5 or Better: Autumn M. Barth, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexandria K. Cross, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Saint Paul

Straight-A Average: Elizabeth A. Brentano, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Sara L. Pierson, Senior, Agricultural Business Manageme; Cameron M. Stone, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Sydney E. Brentano, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jessica C. Stone, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Salem

Straight-A Average: Mark M. Bereza, Senior, Computer Science; Taryn A. Blum, Freshman, Nutrition; Arielle J. Brown, Junior, Agricultural Business Manageme; Trevor H. Burnell, Junior, Civil Engineering; Emily R. Burney, Senior, Public Health.


Madison E. Dempsey, Senior, English; Daniel E. Domme, Junior, Computer Science; Evan T. Fear, Junior, Biology; Benjamin H. Geyer, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Tejas R. Godbole, Senior, Microbiology.

Katelin G. Gregor, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Gillian L. Griffin, Junior, Biology; John M. Jablonski, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kyler S. Jacobo, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Sarah E. Kaplan, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Maddie Kerzel, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jessica A. Knight, Junior, Civil Engineering; Geordan S. Lightburn, Junior, Anthropology; Jonah D. Lovell, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Haley M. Miller, Senior, Public Health.

Antonio Mititiero, Senior, Civil Engineering; Tyrone J. Morris, Senior, Economics; Adrian Ochoa-Garibay, Senior, Accountancy; Kursten S. Owen, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Matthew R. Paluska, Senior, Kinesiology.

Karan A. Patel, Senior, Microbiology; Raul Perez, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Duy Q. Phan, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Cindy J. Porras, Senior, Anthropology; Éric A. Prather, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Teodulo G. Ramos Nunez, Senior, Spanish; David J. Rockow, Sophomore, Zoology; Jodi Roth, Senior, Spanish; Aiden A. Shaevitz, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nicole M. Sipple, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Andrew M. Soltesz, Junior, Computer Science; Tristin N. Sornson, Senior, Hospitality Management; Kaitlyn M. Stephens, Senior, History; Theresa A. Thurston, Senior, Bioengineering; Emma C. Tornberg, Junior, Microbiology.

Jordan R. Zueger, Junior, Civil Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Gregor S. Angstrom, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Andrew I. Armstrong, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; William C. Ash, Junior, Psychology; Joseph A. Baker, Senior, Psychology; Lily M. Barlow, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Samuel A. Bassett, Senior, Management; Jeffrey M. Beach, Junior, Social Science; Gillian C. Berry, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Justin M. Bibler, Senior, Computer Science; Hunter M. Biviano, Freshman, Pre-Marketing.
Sofia C. Blanco-Mills, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Murphy J. Caldwell, Sophomore, Art; Benjamin L. Carson, Junior, Natural Resources; Nolan E. Chandler, Senior, Finance; Christy C. Cheng, Senior, Anthropology.

Emma T. Chilcote, Senior, Bioresource Research; Zachery P. Christenson, Senior, Kinesiology; Beo S. Conall, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Abigail M. Cook, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jaysa D. Coons, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts.

Colman J. Crocker, Senior, Speech Communication; Leone A. Davila, Sophomore, Biology; Alvin R. Deng, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Tyler Didde, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Kevin S. Dong, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Michelle A. Dossey, Senior, Earth Sciences; Allison N. Dulude, Freshman, Natural Resources; Sarah A. Dumanovsky, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Holly K. Duvall, Senior, Animal Sciences; Patrick C. Eddings, Sophomore, Psychology.

Logan J. Eno, Junior, Microbiology; Matthew A. Evans, Freshman, Sociology; Rebecca J. Evans, Freshman, Nutrition; Kaylee R. Eyerly, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Andrew H. Eyre, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Enrique H. Fernandez, Junior, Computer Science; Emma L. Flaherty, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Henry R. Fleener, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Timothy J. Flowerday, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering; Javier Franco, Senior, Computer Science.

Cole T. Freeburg, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Crystal A. Freeman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Aleya R. Garcia Rivas, Junior, Public Health; Catia A. Garibay, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Jorge E. Garibay, Senior, Finance.

Michelle Garibay, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sienna K. Gaskins, Senior, Natural Resources; Alison J. Gebhardt, Junior, Nutrition; Allesandra N. Gilgan, Senior, Zoology; Connor J. Gilham, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Mitchell L. Gore, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Kimberly A. Gray, Post Baccalaureate, Psychology; Zena L. Greenawald, Freshman, Natural Resources; Jaren J. Guevara, Freshman, Pre-Business; Christian J. Hanich, Freshman, English.

Katrina Hansen, Senior, Accountancy; Jorgan A. Hanson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Makenna A. Hanson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Jackson E. Herb, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Andrea L. Hering, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Huy Hoang, Sophomore, Biology; Bradley Hogle, Junior, English; Daniel T. Huynh, Sophomore, Music; Jenevieve E. Jones, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sarah T. Jones, Junior, Kinesiology.

Javan W. Kargel, Sophomore, Microbiology; Riley M. Kargel, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Bryan R. Kelly, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; David M. Kinkade, Senior, Finance; Ryan K. Krause, Junior, Natural Resources.

Monica J. La Joie, Junior, Pre-Business; Sidney R. Larsen, Senior, Marketing; Ichen W. Lee, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Yong Ping Li, Junior, Computer Science; Tommy F. Liao, Junior, Computer Science.

Alexander P. Liechty, Junior, Music; Matthew C. Liszewski, Sophomore, Crop and Soil Science; Marisa S. Lutz, Junior, Microbiology; David A. Martin, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Clive D. Massie, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering.

Ariana L. McCready, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Daniel B. McKinney, Freshman, Pre-Business; Katie A. McWilliams, Junior, Kinesiology; Gabrielle M. Meador, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Adrienne M. Metzger, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

John L. Miller, Senior, Computer Science; Ryan Moon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Max O. Morter, Freshman, Speech Communication; Samantha L. Mursuli, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Ralph D. Musni, Sophomore, Music.

Priscila Narcio, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jakob A. Nelson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Caroline T. Nguyen, Senior, Kinesiology; Daneny H. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Kaytlyn T. Nguyen, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Alec M. Nordlund, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Dylan J. Norris, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Jazmin A. Ortiz, Senior, Liberal Studies; Oscar Perez, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kenneth M. Price, Senior, Computer Science.

Trevor R. Ragon, Freshman, Pre-Forest Engineering; Lacee L. Rainey, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Mateo S. Rey-Rosa, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Adolfo A. Rojas, Senior, Business Information Systems; Grant J. Roth, Sophomore, Horticulture.

Aaron Satyanarayana, Freshman, Political Science; Rishi S. Seshadri, Senior, Microbiology; Stefanie A. Shandy, Senior, Management; Mason J. Shultz, Junior, Political Science; Corinna M. Smith, Senior, Management.

Dylan M. Smith, Post Baccalaureate, Natural Resources; Tyler F. Spragg, Senior, Hospitality Management; Tyson G. Stancliff, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; McKenzie T. Stapleton, Junior, Marketing; Benjamin A. Strand, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Amanda L. Swinkels, Senior, Sociology; Maya M. Taylor-Dinubilo, Sophomore, Pre-Forestry; Amanda L. Tern, Senior, Marketing; Luke W. Teubel, Junior, Civil Engineering; Trent M. Thompson, Junior, History.

Ian O. Thompson-Hernandez, Freshman, Chemistry; Rylie G. Tiffin, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Shayla P. Tran, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Patrick J. Tuttle, Freshman, Pre-Finance; Joseph C. Unfred, Sophomore, German.


Jordan W. Weaver, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Joshua D. Weaver, Junior, Civil Engineering; Madison R. Weidner, Freshman, Pre-Forestry/Civil Engineering; Neil J. Ellison, Senior, Natural Resources.

Colleen G. Ferry, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Cole J. Hackett, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Heather L. Hendrickson, Junior, Business Administration; Mathis R. Kuenzi, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Amanda L. Maddux, Senior, History.

Cheyla L. Moranchel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Casey E. Rush, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Valerie A. Schockelt, Senior, Mathematics; Jonathan M. Sisley, Senior, Kinesiology; Faith M. Sully, Sophomore, Graphic Design.


Silverton

Straight-A Average: Katelyn M. Brazelton, Junior, Animal Sciences; Kirk A. Martinson, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Lindsey R. Roth, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alina L. Stratton, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Izaak N. Tobin, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

3.5 or Better: India L. Bosshardt, Junior, Pre-Business; Kendra C. Crist, Senior, Business Administration; Patrick J. Doyle, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Aiden D. Edsinga, Freshman, Pre-Forest/Civil Engineering; Neil J. Ellison, Senior, Natural Resources.

Colleen G. Ferry, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Cole J. Hackett, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Heather L. Hendrickson, Junior, Business Administration; Mathis R. Kuenzi, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Amanda L. Maddux, Senior, History.

Cheyla L. Moranchel, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Casey E. Rush, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Valerie A. Schockelt, Senior, Mathematics; Jonathan M. Sisley, Senior, Kinesiology; Faith M. Sully, Sophomore, Graphic Design.


Stayton

Straight-A Average: Trevor J. Dolby, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Karlee L. Welter, Junior, Zoology.
3.5 or Better: Malia G. Gescher, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Miya E. Neuharth, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Zachary M. Sherman, Senior, Computer Science; Indica B. Stephenson, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Brian J. Wiltse, Senior, Computer Science.

Sublimity

Straight-A Average: Anneliese C. Doerfler, Junior, Finance.

3.5 or Better: Kaylee A. Duchateau, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Ross M. Lambert, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Turner

Straight-A Average: Austin N. Martin, Junior, Microbiology; Jon D. Remy, Junior, Animal Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Ryan N. Boyd, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Elizabeth N. Dotter, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Brandon A. Martin, Freshman, Pre-Business; Bailey M. Taylor, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Woodburn

Straight-A Average: Brenda Hernandez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Samuel D. Miller, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Yuridia Reyes, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Ariadna Archibald, Junior, Pre-Business; Elizabeth Barajas Hernandez, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Paloma Carrasco, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Victoria Chavez-Becerril, Senior, English; Patricia Gonzalez Cruz, Senior, Biology.

Sunya S. Kedir, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Amy M. Kutnerian, Senior, Chemistry; Tyler J. Lawson, Senior, Computer Science; Karly V. Martinez, Senior, Marketing; Kelli L. Miller, Junior, Kinesiology.

Joe I. Pardo, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Eliza W. Smith, Senior, Bioresource Research; Nicholas J. Waite, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Craig M. Zollner, Junior, Business Administration.

MORROW

Boardman

Straight-A Average: Sonia A. Barrera, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Taylor R. Hamby, Freshman, Biology; Paola Mendoza, Senior, Sociology.

Heppner

3.5 or Better: Mekayla S. Kindle, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Kane P. Sweeney, Freshman, Political Science.

Ione

Straight-A Average: Oskar M. Peterson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: August H. Peterson, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.
Irrigon

3.5 or Better: Asusena Munoz Flores, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexus R. Williams, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Lexington

Straight-A Average: Logan S. Grieb, Freshman, Pre-Business.

MULTNOMAH

Corbett

Straight-A Average: Alexander S. Molotkov, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

3.5 or Better: Taylor J. Fahlman, Senior, Computer Science; Cedar Mackaness, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Chad M. Pulliam, Sophomore, Construction Engineering Mgt; Maxamilian A. Purvine, Senior, Nutrition; Katherine A. Riley, Junior, Biology.

Jasmine R. Vasen, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering.

Fairview

Straight-A Average: Marilyn V. Tran, Sophomore, Microbiology.

3.5 or Better: Danny V. Huynh, Junior, Pre-Business; Lillian G. Linder, Sophomore, Psychology; Cody T. Line, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Timothy Pham, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Caeley A. Stone, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kevin J. Turkington, Senior, Computer Science.

Gresham

Straight-A Average: Christina N. Brown, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Juliana D. Brown, Junior, Biology; Michelle R. Chase, Senior, Zoology; Kacy J. Childress, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Noah W. Cook, Junior, Economics.

Samuel L. Dorning, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Skyler M. Foley, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Rachel R. Hohbach, Senior, Mathematics; Brenna E. McBride, Junior, Earth Sciences; Phillip O. Mestas III, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Alicia C. Nunziato, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Meagan K. Olsen, Senior, Computer Science; Conner G. Price, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alejandro Rojas Carrillo, Sophomore, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Colton D. Stensrud, Junior, Microbiology.

Hannah L. Tripplett, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Heather E. Woodruff, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Alex J. Baasten, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Justin S. Bates, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Bryce K. Beattie, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Mark A. Bratten, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Bailey K. Burk, Junior, Microbiology.

Devin C. Camat, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Josie L. Camat, Junior, Graphic Design; Garrett A. Childress, Senior, Civil Engineering; Koleman M. Convery, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Alexandra N. DeFrance, Junior, Political Science.

Andrea S. Dennis, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Ryne M. Deyoe, Senior, Biology; Daniel S. Eckhardt, Senior, Accountancy; Nicholas A. Glesener, Senior, Bioengineering; Sonica Gupta, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.
Grant V. Hamlin, Junior, Pre-Business; Hannah E. Hohbach, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Samuel J. Huh, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Emony Jack-Robinson, Freshman, Kinesiology; Madison R. Jacobson, Junior, Kinesiology.

Taryn L. Jacobson, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Kirollos N. Kamel, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Zachary D. Kendall, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Mylisa Y. Krueger, Senior, Apparel Design; Joe C. Lei, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Olivia M. Loftin, Senior, Political Science; Katie A. Macaulay, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Cecilia Nunez-Rodriguez, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Rachel C. O'Brien, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; James S. Palmiter, Senior, Chemistry.

Benjamin C. Peachey, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Stevie M. Peters, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alexander J. Richards, Senior, Marketing; Sergio R. Sanchez, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Brooke Schlipf, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Kelsey S. Scully, Senior, Biology; Zachary M. Standish, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Taylor M. Talent, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Natalie R. Tercek, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Teresa T. Tran, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Ulises Ubaldo, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Portland

Straight-A Average: Lili S. Adams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Sarah E. Adkins, Sophomore, Anthropology; Basil Allen, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Carlos C. Avendano, Freshman, Biology; Amanda C. Baker, Freshman, Biotechnology and Biophysics.

Matthew H. Baker, Junior, Computer Science; Miriam L. Barnes, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sonam K. Bassi, Senior, Religious Studies; Sofia R. Beer, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Marley R. Bennett, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Maya K. Bergmann, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Alexa T. Blaskowsky, Freshman, Political Science; John V. Boileau, Junior, History; Brian D. Boly, Senior, Computer Science; Blake E. Bronson, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Corinna M. Brown, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jia W. Cao, Junior, Finance; Molly E. Carpenter, Senior, Bioengineering; Jason Chen, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Zhuo C. Chen, Sophomore, Microbiology.

Julia C. Chesshir, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Kyle C. Chin, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Mhara M. Coffman, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Alec M. Cornejo, Senior, Business Administration; Alexander K. Dempewolf, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Dustin S. Diep, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Theresa N. Dinh, Senior, Biology; Caitlyn J. Douglas, Senior, Music; Griffin S. Drake, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Lam T. Duc, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Zackary A. Dupee, Junior, Business Information Systems; Leslie Eckert, Post Baccalaureate, Horticulture; Erin E. Ford, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Caitlin J. Fouts, Junior, Bioengineering; Rebecca A. France, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.

Keena Fraser-Griffin, Sophomore, Pre-Interiors; Lauren R. Gibson, Senior, Civil Engineering; Meredith R. Gray, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Emmanuel R. Greenberg, Post Baccalaureate, BioHealth Sciences; Zachary R. Grubb, Junior, Civil Engineering.

Tommy C. Hollenberg, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Julia C. Johnson, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Kamron L. Kayhani, Senior, Biology; Joeun S. Kim, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Sarah A. Knodel, Junior, Zoology.

Jada F. Krening, Sophomore, Political Science; Allison D. Kurtz, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Alexander G. Laub, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Anna T. Le, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Mai N. Le, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo.
Sangheon Lee, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Samantha D. Lesch, Sophomore, Biology; Allison G. Little, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Simon Louie, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Yun L. Luo, Sophomore, Bioresource Research.

Morgan M. Mackin, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jolianne M. Maddock, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Serena W. Mashal, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Samuel J. Medica, Senior, Biology; Henry H. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Nancy N. Nguyen, Freshman, Biology; Ngan D. Nguyen, Sophomore, Biology; Phillip B. Nguyen, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Phuon Uyen C. Nguyen, Senior, Psychology; Rich Nguyen, Senior, Kinesiology.

Tien M. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Alice A. Ochs, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Olivia R. Ozguc, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Jessica L. Peterson, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Terri T. Pham, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jennifer A. Piacentini, Junior, Psychology; Taylor M. Prichard, Junior, University Exploratory Studies; Thomas E. Prihoda, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Diane E. Putman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Lily S. Rappaport, Senior, Psychology.

Kyler J. Roberts, Senior, Civil Engineering; Chalida Ruangrotsakun, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Kirsten M. Rydell, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Mitchell H. Schenk, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; William R. Sims, Senior, Computer Science.

Sierra L. Smith, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Easton Spring, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead; Madeleine J. Stack, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Zoe K. Steine Hanson, Senior, Computer Science; Samantha C. Stember, Senior, Graphic Design.

Marianne Y. Stites, Senior, Biology; Molly A. Test, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Hayden T. Ton, Senior, Biology; Billy X. Tran, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Hieu Tran, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Lindsay J. Unitan, Freshman, Chemistry; Jacob G. Van de Lindt, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Jacob R. Van Horn, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Tina X. Vo, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan D. Warrick, Senior, Business Information Systems.

Owen T. Welch, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Casey K. Wilson, Senior, Crop and Soil Science; Sydney T. Wisner, Senior, Graphic Design; Margaret E. Yates, Sophomore, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Tony Zhen, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.


3.5 or Better: Alec N. Adams, Junior, Civil Engineering; Halah S. Alameri, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Megan E. Alhadeff, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Noah S. Amnuayphol, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jacob A. Armstrong, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Tobias J. Armstrong, Junior, Pre-Business; Katherine A. Arp, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Ryan S. Asburry, Junior, Pre-Communication; Eve A. Ashkar, Junior, History; Katherine J. Atkinson, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Mary P. Bachman, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Jordan E. Badden, Senior, Animal Sciences; Alexander E. Baird-Appleton, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Alexander L. Banks, Sophomore, English; Breese T. Barnes, Senior, Pre-Ecological Engineering.

Samara L. Battisti, Senior, Graphic Design; Payton S. Battles, Freshman, Kinesiology; Cameron S. Bennett, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Jaden E. Berger, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Gillian E. Bergmann, Junior, Bioresource Research.

Gunnar F. Boag, Junior, Speech Communication; Cole T. Boileau, Junior, Civil Engineering; Aimee L. Bolinger, Senior, Animal Sciences; Spencer R. Bonnell, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Sarah M. Braaten, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Kaitlynrose M. Brodrick, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Jessica C. Brown, Sophomore, Chemistry; Kate E. Brown, Freshman, Pre-Business; William K. Burkhart, Freshman, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Dominee Cagle, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.
Amy M. Caldwell, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Arete K. Caldwell, Junior, Psychology; Dansley M. Camp, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Keava M. Campbell, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ashley E. Carlbarg, Junior, Animal Sciences.

Sean R. Caster, Senior, Computer Science; Joseph M. Cavanagh, Sophomore, Chemistry; Sierra M. Cavanaugh, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Hilary M. Chaimov, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Rachel F. Chao, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Elsie R. Charles, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Martin H. Chasehill, Junior, Finance; Justin N. Chau, Senior, Bioengineering; Annie Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Danny Chen, Sophomore, Biology.

Kevin D. Chen, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Melissa Q. Chen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Charles X. Clark, Junior, Political Science; Tucker J. Cochenour, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Chase B. Colman, Senior, Computer Science.

Nico V. Conahan, Junior, Graphic Design; Cade T. Conklin, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Kyle S. Corbett, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Samuel A. Cosnett, Junior, Zoology; Ryleigh V. Crenshaw, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Emma N. Crispin, Junior, Psychology; Dawson K. Currin, Freshman, Pre-Business Information Sys; Emily E. Curtis, Junior, Kinesiology; Kathy T. Dang, Senior, Biology; Grace L. Dawald, Sophomore, Music.


Steven L. Dobrioglo, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Tabitha E. Donaghue, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Rogers T. Dong, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Adrianah D. Dorn, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Nathan R. Dowling, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Ruth L. Drake, Senior, Apparel Design; Theodore M. Duchow-Pressley, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Alexander J. Dunn, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; David Duong, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hoang M. Duong, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jennifer L. Duong, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Jessica L. Duong, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Maria Y. Duong, Freshman, Pre-Business; Makaena M. Durias, Junior, Spanish; Alexander J. Duval, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering.

Christian P. Duval, Freshman, Kinesiology; Louis C. Duvoisin, Junior, Computer Science; Alexander T. Edwards, Junior, Computer Science; Jake A. Ehlers, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; John C. Elliott, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Erica M. Ewton, Junior, Microbiology; Ian T. Ferguson, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Alessandra B. Ferriso, Junior, English; Aaliyah M. Fiala, Junior, Mathematics; Luke Fieldhouse, Freshman, Liberal Studies.

Cody L. Finnell, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Kai C. Fiser, Freshman, Psychology; Trevor J. Folska-Fung, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Benjamin P. Fondell, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Riley M. Ford, Junior, Pre-Communication.

Tiernan B. Fox, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Daniel R. Frentress, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Calvin J. Gagliano, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Victoria Gajda, Junior, Pre-Accountancy; Adrian J. Galash, Sophomore, Music.

Kate E. Galle, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Lauren M. Galle, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Duncan A. Gates, Freshman, Political Science; Nathaniel C. Gaumond, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Madison G. Gebhardt, Junior, Psychology.

Daniel R. Gibson, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sean M. Gillen, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Joel R. Goodman, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sean P. Goodman, Junior, Biology; Ilana L. Gottfried-Lee, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering.

Jared S. Grant, Junior, Biology; Alex Grejuc, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Taylor R. Griffin, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Aidan T. Grimshaw, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Alex N. Gruber, Post Baccalaureate, Food Science and Technology.
Cray R. Hamilton, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Makena J. Hamilton, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Colin E. Hammons, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Kylie A. Haney, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Jessica C. Hanlon, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Sarah K. Hatcher, Freshman, Biology; Jeremiah M. Hauth, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ami C. Hawley, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Kennedy A. Hedges, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; River M. Hendriksen, Senior, Computer Science.

Ella M. Hickcox, Senior, Public Health; Amber S. Hill, Junior, Apparel Design; Isaac T. Hills, Senior, Natural Resources; Noah J. Hoffman, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; John J. Holoubek, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Mary A. Hope, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Thomas T. Hope, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Dakota C. Howarth, Junior, Management; Henry Huang, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Emily R. Humes, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Eric M. Hundis, Sophomore, Sociology; Heather R. Hunt, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Melanie T. Huynh, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Melissa L. Huynh, Senior, Biology; Melissa K. Ibrahim, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Mika L. Ingram, Senior, Public Health; Taylor J. Inskeep, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Fischer G. Jemison, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Nathaniel C. Jewell, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Emily R. Johnson, Senior, Biology.

Mackenzie R. Karmstein, Freshman, Environmental Sciences; Zavi M. Kaul, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Eleanor A. Kemp, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Alexandria C. Kershner, Senior, Biology; Megan M. Khamsmouthavong, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Hana R. Kimmelman, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Nathaniel B. Klein, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Joseph L. Kohnstamm, Junior, Finance.

Peter H. Koukoumanos, Freshman, Biology; Monika Kovacs, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Connor R. Kurz, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Justin K. Kwong, Junior, Civil Engineering; Savanna N. LaChapelle, Freshman, Pre-Public Health.

Alvin Lam, Junior, Microbiology; Alex G. Larson, Freshman, Biology; Brody L. Larson, Senior, Management; Eve D. Lathrop, Junior, Civil Engineering; James J. Lawrence, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Ai-Han T. Le, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Alissa K. Le, Senior, Public Health; Kevin Le, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Alexandra F. Leamy, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Matthew J. Lee, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Taylor R. Lee-Rouille, Senior, Chemistry; Jie Z. Lei, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Claire A. Lemley, Senior, Biology; Karen J. Leon-Moreno, Senior, Psychology; Jie Li, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Victor A. Li, Senior, Computer Science; Jessie M. Little, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Ryan J. Little, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Samantha J. Lonie, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Zhifeng Lu, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Phi C. Luu, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Limin Ma, Senior, Finance; Naixuan Ma, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ian J. Malcolm, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Benjamin P. Martin, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

Miriam Martinez, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Christopher R. McBee, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kelsey R. McCall, Senior, Marketing; Megan R. McCormick, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Makenna M. McMillen, Junior, Psychology.


Alex B. Mikes, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sophia C. Miller, Senior, Nutrition; Thomas E. Moore, Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering; Cassidy J. Morillo, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Caleb J. Morris, Junior, Mathematics.
Liliana M. Morrisey, Freshman, Psychology; Quinn D. Murray, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Robert W. Naemura, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Eric Newton, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Catherine M. Ngo, Senior, Biology.

Nhu U. Ngo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Vincent Ngo, Sophomore, Biology; Hamy T. Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Kevin K. Nguyen, Junior, Pre-Business; Lynn Nguyen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Thinh V. Nguyen, Senior, Civil Engineering; Vincent H. Nguyen, Junior, Computer Science; Kelsang C. Nima, Junior, Civil Engineering; Lawrence N. Ninh, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Agrin Niroumand, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Kyle N. Noble, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Joseph L. Nolf, Junior, Civil Engineering; Lewis A. Nolf, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Maxwell M. Okazaki, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Fionn C. O'Longaigh, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Jessica H. O'Loughlin, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Aidan F. O'Malley, Senior, Computer Science; Rosalie J. Orellana, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Joseph W. Palmisano, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Jacob W. Parsons, Senior, Crop and Soil Science.


Roberto D. Quezada, Senior, Kinesiology; Spencer M. Raethke, Sophomore, Public Health; Rohan Ravi, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Allison M. Ray, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Matthew K. Reents, Junior, Accountancy.

Benjamin W. Rittenberry, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Tiffanie P. Rivera-Di Lucio, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Marcelina C. Roberti, Freshman, Mathematics; Bria L. Robertson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ellen L. Robson, Senior, Natural Resources.

Eduardo Rodriguez Avalos, Senior, Spanish; David H. Rong, Senior, Kinesiology; Lillian M. Root, Junior, Anthropology; Jaylen D. Rosemon, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Ben L. Rosene, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Rees A. Rosene, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Harrison M. Rower, Freshman, Mathematics; Danica R. Ruud, Junior, Forest Engineering; Carl R. Rydell, Junior, Manufacturing Engineering; Jorge V. Salazar-Romero, Senior, Finance.

Josie E. Sanford, Senior, Kinesiology; Andrew E. Scardina, Freshman, Pre-Business; Daisy M. Schwimmer, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Alexandra T. Scott, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Ian A. Scriven, Senior, Nutrition.

Emerald M. Seale, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Imke J. Sellier, Senior, Pre-Communication; McKinzie R. Shadder, Senior, Public Health; Ethan Shields, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Oleg Shpuganich, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Cheyanne M. Simon, Senior, History; Kevin Sliker, Senior, Economics; Amira R. Smith, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Delaney A. Smith, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Richard I. Smith, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Amber M. Somkuwar, Senior, Sociology; Mckenna E. Spathas, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Graham P. Spencer, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Connor D. Standring, Freshman, Pre-Business; Jacob T. Sullivan, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Emily A. Sunderman, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Owen R. Sutter, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Kaleb E. Swoverland, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Delaine J. Tanner, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Luke W. Taylor, Senior, Natural Resources.

Henok I. Techeste, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Hailey E. Tefft, Freshman, Kinesiology; Victoria K. Tefft, Freshman, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Kylie N. Titus, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Kien V. Tran, Senior, Computer Science.

Valentina N. Tran, Senior, Biology; Ragen M. Venti, Junior, Graphic Design; Francesco D. Verna-Ketel, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Elijah C. Voigt, Senior, Computer Science; Alexander S. Warschauer, Senior, Civil Engineering.
Julia K. Waters, Senior, Sociology; Ian J. Watters, Freshman, Pre-Business; Emma D. Weeks, Freshman, Chemistry; Hunter D. Weigant, Junior, Political Science; Morah C. West, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Kayla R. Wong, Senior, Anthropology; Cody M. Wood, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Christian J. Wynn, Junior, Political Science; Kevin Yang, Senior, Business Information Systems; Mai X. Yang, Senior, Applied Visual Arts.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Emily R. Williams, Post Baccalaureate, History; Gillian R. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jack H. Williams, Sophomore, Microbiology; Lane K. Williams, Senior, Kinesiology; Douglas G. Wilson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

Elizabeth A. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Garrett D. Wirsching, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tara M. Wirsching, Sophomore, Biology; Henry R. Wise, Senior, Chemistry; Jane C. Wong, Junior, Chemical Engineering.
Quinn E. Weisensee, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Riley J. Wolf, Junior, Graphic Design; Logan J. Wolfe, Freshman, Tourism, Rec, & Adventure Lead.

Grand Ronde

3.5 or Better: Alexander C. Ellis, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Independence

Straight-A Average: Raquel M. Rodriguez-Walmisley, Junior, Political Science.

3.5 or Better: Jennifer L. Barker, Senior, Pre-Public Health; Thomas P. Braun, Junior, Geography & Geospatial Science; Courtney K. Champ, Senior, Accountancy; Zoe C. Estes, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Matthew G. Grandquist, Senior, Biology.

Brett W. Meador, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kyle J. Miller, Junior, Kinesiology; Trevor A. Whitaker, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Monmouth

Straight-A Average: Trevor Nash, Junior, Biology; Jacob L. North, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jenna A. Patten, Post Baccalaureate, English.

3.5 or Better: Nicole C. Bell, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Yvonne D. Dominguez, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Alejandro Echeverri, Senior, Kinesiology; Stephen C. Erickson, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Julia L. Kenyon, Sophomore, Graphic Design.

Jorge Manzo, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Sean R. Maroney, Senior, Economics; Anne C. Snell, Senior, Anthropology; Adam G. Sunderman, Senior, Computer Science; Emily F. Wells, Senior, Sociology.

Rickreall

3.5 or Better: Jenna Drader, Senior, Nutrition.

Salem

Straight-A Average: Sarah K. Bond, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Ryan S. Emery, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Jaken L. Garcia, Senior, Political Science; Luke D. Goertzen, Senior, Computer Science; Erin E. Green, Senior, Public Health.

Kyle M. Hutchins, Junior, Pre-Business; Sarah E. Litwin, Junior, Spanish; Erin N. McNab, Senior, Nutrition; Leanne M. Moore, Senior, Marketing; Kalena D. Norton, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Jesse A. Rodriguez, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Lauren E. Trevis, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Brady L. Baldwin, Sophomore, Psychology; Alexandra C. Behnke, Junior, Animal Sciences; Alia I. Campbell, Freshman, Art; Jenna R. Chamness, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Kaci B. Cheavtharn, Freshman, Nutrition.

Marisa K. Chen, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Kayra N. Coughlan, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Garret E. Eisenbrandt, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Shelby M. Elder, Senior, Kinesiology; Alyssa J. Elms, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Max J. Evers, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Mariah M. Fairman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Katherine F. Fan, Senior, Biology; Justin T. Farnell, Sophomore, History; Lucas R. Frey, Senior, Computer Science.
McKenzie L. Giles, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Kendall E. Henery, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Gina-Marie Labate, Senior, Microbiology; Josie Layton, Junior, Liberal Studies; Tanner R. Levenhagen, Freshman, Psychology.
Aleesha Liedtke, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Sage A. Lundblade, Junior, Natural Resources; Charles K. Marik, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Coulby T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Christian D. Olszewski, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.
Kristina M. Owen, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Reina N. Paez, Freshman, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Michael J. Papendiek, Senior, Mathematics; Natalie G. Redding, Junior, Nutrition; Cale A. Redman, Senior, Pre-Public Health.
Tanner M. Rousseau, Junior, Computer Science; Halli A. Shasteen, Freshman, Human Development and Family Science; Kyle R. Trevis, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Alexis C. Vrontakis, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Andrew R. Waite, Senior, Computer Science.
Greyson J. Walker, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; William J. White, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Shelby L. Wilkins, Junior, Nutrition; Jared T. Winkel, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

SHERMAN

Rufus

Straight-A Average: Blake A. Evans, Senior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Brett J. Evans, Senior, Kinesiology.

Wasco

3.5 or Better: Liberty A. Greenlund, Freshman, Crop and Soil Science.

TILLAMOOK

Nehalem

Straight-A Average: Alaina K. Holm, Junior, Pre-Business.

3.5 or Better: Madison J. Chesnut, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Samantha J. Noregaard, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Oceanside

3.5 or Better: Coley K. Trost, Junior, Psychology.

Tillamook

Straight-A Average: Jedidiah W. Coon, Senior, Biology; Brittney R. Main, Senior, Mathematics.

3.5 or Better: Kestrel G. Bailey, Senior, Pre-Environmental Engineering; Noah A. Jenck, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Philippe A. Josi, Junior, Psychology; Emily J. Reibach, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Ruby Rosas, Freshman, Biology.
Logan C. Schieno, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Madison M. Stephenson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Tessa C. Streeter, Junior, Management; Tyler M. Weber, Senior, Accountancy; Logan W. Weeks, Senior, Kinesiology.
Wheeler

3.5 or Better: Dana D. Moore, Senior, Biology.

UMATILLA

Adams

3.5 or Better: Jerad R. Croswell, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Athena

3.5 or Better: Molly C. Von Borstel, Senior, Graphic Design.

Hermiston

Straight-A Average: Mackenzie L. Juul, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Yosiel A. Ornelas, Senior, Finance; Julio C. Sotelo, Senior, Spanish; Kellie Zepeda, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Taylor P. Betz, Sophomore, Agricultural Business Management; Chantel M. Hinkley, Junior, English; Martee M. Kelly, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Denisia Leon-Mendoza, Senior, Art; Kaajal D. Mishra, Senior, Food Science and Technology.

Tanner A. Smith, Sophomore, Music.

Milton Freewater

Straight-A Average: Ulises Zaragoza, Junior, Pre-Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Morgen R. Brown, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Austin J. Dibble, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Katie L. Sotelo, Senior, Agricultural Sciences.

Pendleton


3.5 or Better: Marissa M. Baumgartner, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Shiu-Yu Chen, Freshman, Biology; Leanne R. Goff, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Keren Hampton, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Michelle V. Jeliazkova, Sophomore, Physics.

Riley A. Kendrick, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Virginia A. Kerns, Senior, Kinesiology; Daniyal Nadeem, Junior, Mathematics; Sam A. Reeves, Senior, Biology; Abby L. Rinehart, Freshman, Microbiology.


Pilot Rock

3.5 or Better: Amanda G. Hull, Junior, Sociology.

Stanfield

3.5 or Better: Lorena Ambriz, Senior, Sociology; Jesus M. Carrillo, Junior, Kinesiology; Gabriel Rojas, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Dillon K. Zimmerly, Senior, Nuclear Engineering.
Umatilla

3.5 or Better: Samantha M. Ball, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing; Selene Tadeo-Ibarra, Senior, Sociology.

Weston

3.5 or Better: Jarett W. Bousquet, Senior, English.

UNION

Cove

3.5 or Better: Taylor J. Boquist, Senior, Horticulture; Molly J. DelCurto, Senior, Agricultural Business Manageme; Hunter D. Lannon, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

La Grande


3.5 or Better: Erin R. Alberts, Freshman, Microbiology; LeeAnna J. Blackman, Sophomore, Zoology; Andrew L. Branen, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Colton S. Dunham, Senior, Pre-Civil Engineering.

North Powder

3.5 or Better: Alexandra C. Colton, Senior, Animal Sciences.

Summerville

3.5 or Better: Andrew J. Fullerton, Senior, Natural Resources; Caleb J. Hubbell, Senior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Union

3.5 or Better: Trevor J. Verhelst, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

WALLOWA

Enterprise

3.5 or Better: Damon C. Greenshields, Junior, Civil Engineering; Cody C. Irish, Junior, Pre-Forest Engineering; Sarah Kunkle, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

Joseph

Straight-A Average: Raymond L. Seal, Freshman, Crop and Soil Science.

3.5 or Better: Derek A. Huff, Post Baccalaureate, Civil Engineering.
Wallowa

Straight-A Average: Calli M. Miller, Junior, Animal Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Ellissa L. Durning, Junior, Agricultural Sciences.

WASCO

Mosier

3.5 or Better: Quinn Fetkenhour, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Serena C. Giunchigliani, Freshman, English; Sue M. Wright, Senior, Natural Resources.

The Dalles

Straight-A Average: Carsen C. Cordell, Senior, Graphic Design; Karina Z. Moreno Ibarra, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Lucas J. Broehl, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Angel Esiquio Ruiz, Sophomore, Psychology; David M. Ford, Sophomore, History; Andrew J. Hartley, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jasmin Huila, Junior, Public Health.

Brian Jones, Senior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Kevin E. Keys, Post Baccalaureate, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Leon D. Linebarger, Freshman, Physics; Grant A. Pearson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Tai M. Rogers, Sophomore, Animal Sciences.

Keenan P. Schaan, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Taylor G. Sugg, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Lauren M. Thalhofer, Senior, Rangeland Sciences.

WASHINGTON

Aloha

Straight-A Average: Connor L. Bernett, Junior, Pre-Business; Emma L. Christian, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Breanna M. Gollihugh, Senior, Biology; Thuy-Vy Nguyen, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Minal Thapliyal, Sophomore, Biology.

Hallie M. Wahlstrom, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Arthur H. York, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

3.5 or Better: Lorenzo E. Alazas, Freshman, History; Tori L. Allen, Sophomore, Applied Visual Arts; Edmundo Arroyo, Junior, Pre-Finance; Angela A. Carpenter, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Maia J. Farris, Senior, Graphic Design.

Ryley A. Fischer, Freshman, Kinesiology; Juan C. Flores-Alonso, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Jennifer A. Hanson, Senior, Psychology; Kennedi S. Khiev, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Yuliya I. Lunina, Senior, Merchandising Management.

Damian A. Manning-Henseler, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Stephanie A. Miller, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Max A. Morrow, Senior, Nuclear Engineering; Jeremy T. Shahan, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Sharenda N. Stevens, Junior, Pre-Business.

Cindy Y. Tam, Junior, Graphic Design; Thao T. Trinh, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Andrea A. Uskokovic, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Mikayla J. Woiwor, Junior, Sociology.

Banks
Straight-A Average: Addison M. Browning, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Jeremy R. Lilly, Senior, Mathematics; Ariel M. Slifka, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Abigail M. Sprute, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Aaron D. Streblow, Senior, Bioengineering. Cassilyn E. Streblow, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

3.5 or Better: Kindel L. Bailey, Junior, Microbiology; Ryan D. Chave, Junior, Biology; Kirsten E. Erwert, Sophomore, Public Health; Sabrina R. Haney, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Nolan R. Hill, Senior, Public Health.

Ericka R. Lepschat, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Umar F. Malik, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alyssa M. Rogers, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Zane M. Smith, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Jalen T. Todd, Senior, History.

Oteka T. Todd, Junior, Food Science and Technology; Jason P. White, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Beaverton

Straight-A Average: Emilirose C. Ammons, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Lucas A. Ancell, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nicole L. Anderson, Senior, Graphic Design; Bret R. Bailey, Sophomore, Horticulture; Aeijan Bajracharya, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Joshua W. Bamberger, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tyler N. Boatright, Senior, Nutrition; Reed A. Boeshans, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Aalok A. Borkar, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Riley C. Brown, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Kendra M. Bush, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Annie L. Cao, Senior, Microbiology; David S. Catherall, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Anne C. Chhing, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Lauren E. Coe, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.

Carly A. Conduff, Sophomore, Design & Innovation Management; Jacob M. Cook, Senior, Bioengineering; Joshua M. Cook, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Jamison R. Cozart, Junior, Microbiology; Asa G. Crimin, Junior, Psychology.

Madeline J. Crutcher, Junior, Psychology; Imogene H. Davis, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Connor F. Edwards, Senior, Mathematics; Megan Ellertson, Sophomore, Political Science; Sara M. Emerick, Senior, Sociology.

Meaghan J. Evans, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Michael A. Fernandez, Junior, Natural Resources; Erin K. Firstman, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Joshua R. Flaig, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Emily M. Forsman, Freshman, Biology.

Ashley B. Francis, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Caleb S. Gardner, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Clarice K. Gilray, Junior, English; Matthew Guo, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Omeed A. Habibelahian, Senior, Computer Science.

Paige M. Harris, Senior, Biology; Kaito A. Hioki, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Amelia R. Hookland, Junior, Business Information Systems; Brandon C. Jeong, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Mira M. Khare, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Claire A. Kiefel, Senior, Biology; Gemma K. Kmetz-Gonzalez, Senior, Bioengineering; Ryan M. Lambert, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Branden M. Luey, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sonora S. Meiling, Senior, Zoology.

Ryan W. Murphy, Junior, Economics; Andrew S. Nesseth, Senior, Finance; Steven Nguyen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Angelica L. Ocampo, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Connor N. Perkins, Senior, Kinesiology.

Bianca I. Peters, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Hien Q. Pham, Sophomore, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt; Rachel S. Polaski, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Bailey L. Reynolds, Sophomore, Biology; Justin T. Roach, Senior, Accountancy.
Anna-Liisa I. Sepp, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Laurel A. Shepard, Sophomore, Pre-Ecological Engineering; Elaine Sim, Senior, Nutrition; Fiona E. Smith, Freshman, Kinesiology; Hieu C. Ta, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Lauren E. Tetzloff, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Liam M. Thornton, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Camille J. Tollbom, Senior, English; Andy Tsai, Senior, Microbiology; Grayson S. Wong, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering.

3.5 or Better: Mohamad A. Albasha, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Bradley T. Anderson, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Roy K. Anderson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Madison A. Arnold, Junior, Biology; Alena N. Arounpradith, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.

Arya M. Asgari, Junior, Computer Science; Blaine E. Barkley, Junior, Political Science; Kiana A. Barr, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Brent C. Barzler, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sonya S. Bedge, Junior, Bioresource Research.

Joel R. Belsterling, Senior, Mathematics; Ian J. Birrell, Freshman, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Deven A. Bishnu, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Amy M. Bloch, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Tovey M. Brown, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Tara L. Budiselic, Senior, Political Science; Parker W. Bull, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Morgan A. Bullock, Freshman, Pre-Business; Malia M. Cagampang, Senior, Political Science; Kirsten M. Callaghan, Freshman, Chemistry.

Kevin Q. Cao-Minh, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Joan H. Cheung, Senior, Marketing; Alyssa K. Christiansen, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Tayllor A. Christiansen, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Mason R. Clark, Senior, Accountancy.

Skylar M. Coelho, Sophomore, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Olivia A. Cole, Freshman, Kinesiology; Bryce A. Colwell, Junior, Biology; Mark I. Comia, Junior, Psychology; Ian P. Cook, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Nicole L. Corbelli, Senior, Kinesiology; Kendall B. Coushay, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Alexander S. Davis, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alexander P. Dean, Senior, Finance; Michael E. Divine, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biol.

Christian K. Douglass-Yost, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Quinn M. Dudeck, Sophomore, History; Joanna K. Duyck, Freshman, Nutrition; Sarah P. Eastwood, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Keita B. Fabrega, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Ryo K. Fabrega, Senior, Accountancy; Kira Faris, Senior, Anthropology; Jordan M. Farris, Junior, Apparel Design; Hevani S. Fiftta, Junior, Philosophy; Kayana R. Fillmore, Freshman, Earth Sciences.

Rebecca L. Fischer, Junior, Management; Simone E. Flowers, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Sean M. Flynn, Senior, Graphic Design; Timothy S. Francis, Senior, Pre-Business Information Sys; Christopher A. Galluzzo, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Andrew J. Gardner, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Adam J. Garske, Senior, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt; Thomas M. Gerendasy, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Nicholas D. Giorgini, Junior, Marketing; Sarah H. Gish, Senior, Bioengineering.

Christopher D. Gonzalez, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Christian J. Goo, Junior, Marketing; Hersh C. Gupta, Freshman, Pre-Business; Gregory G. Guymon, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Paige L. Gyldersleve, Senior, Natural Resources.

Jeilene N. Hambly, Senior, Biology; Emily L. Hamilton, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science; Nathanael R. Hammerberg, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Samuel Z. Hart-Thompson, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Samuel B. Hatfield, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Lacey M. Hedeen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Travis A. Herring, Junior, Physics; Melanie Ho, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Huy Hoang, Senior, Bioengineering; Tenley R. Holland, Junior, Digital Communication Arts.

Abigail S. Holt, Junior, Management; Spencer L. Hops, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Justin Hua, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science; Sean C. Hudson, Junior, Biology; Samuel J. Ilsley, Junior, Mathematics.
Chloe E. Jagelski, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Rachel J. Jenkins, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Riley A. Jensen, Freshman, Biology; Youta Kashiwa, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Avneet Kaur, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Briana K. Kekahuna, Junior, Interior Design; Emmalee S. Kelloff, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jin Kiatvongcharoen, Sophomore, Physics; Rachel E. Kieffer, Senior, Kinesiology; Melissa C. Kiersey, Junior, Computer Science.

Jinwon Kim, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Kathleen J. Kittredge, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jenna N. Klumpke, Senior, Marketing; Shane W. Klump, Post Baccalaureate, Computer Science; Dillon A. Koch, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Calvin A. Kocher, Senior, Anthropology; Austin R. Kwong, Senior, Computer Science; Nicole Landon, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Bryce A. Laperle, Senior, Accountancy; David H. Le, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Michael K. Lee, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Susan J. Lee, Senior, Graphic Design; Patrick R. Leendertse, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Joseph J. Lewis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sean G. Lieberson, Junior, Sociology.

Andrew J. Limmemann, Senior, Mathematics; Siana Liti, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail S. Lue, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Laikana M. Ly, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Lauren M. Lynn, Senior, Speech Communication.

Marley A. Mackin, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Rachel A. Mahoney, Senior, Biology; Mary H. Makowski, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Elicia J. Manuel, Freshman, Pre-Business; Amber Mao, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Tyler S. Martens, Senior, Civil Engineering; Ryley J. Martin, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Angel Martinez, Junior, Pre-Bioengineering; Braxton J. McMullen-Adair, Sophomore, Music; Braydon R. Meeuwsen, Senior, Microbiology.

Josephine F. Meyer Smilove, Senior, Political Science; Kira J. Miles, Freshman, Pre-Business; Jamie E. Miller, Senior, Zoology; Zachary M. Miller, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Miriam Monterrosas, Freshman, Biology.

Brendan C. Moore, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Peter A. Moshinsky, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Karly A. Nadbornik, Senior, Nutrition; An-phong L. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Austin D. Nguyen, Senior, Bioresource Research.

Ethan K. Nguyen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Nhu P. Nguyen, Senior, Bioengineering; Taylor M. Nickel, Sophomore, Environmental Econ and Policy; Collin C. Nielsen, Junior, Nutrition; Hema Susmita Padala, Senior, Computer Science.

Jacob A. Paschall, Senior, Finance; Davin L. Pease, Senior, Kinesiology; Sarah A. Pedersen, Sophomore, Liberal Studies; Angeline A. Pekson, Senior, Biology; Kensy L. Pelo, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Matlin E. Pelo, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Zoe C. Pement, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Joshua J. Penaflor, Senior, Management; Victoria C. Pence, Senior, Spanish; Allison M. Perez, Senior, Bioresource Research.

Roland J. Perez, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Duane G. Peters, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Taylor M. Peters, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Christopher K. Pham, Senior, Computer Science; Hannah R. Phillips, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.

Sydney N. Phu, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Rachael R. Pippen, Freshman, Pre-Business; Sean M. Pitman, Sophomore, Mathematics; Madison K. Quilici-Huegel, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jonathan T. Rice, Junior, Political Science.

Treva B. Rice, Junior, Kinesiology; Carolyn N. Richardson, Junior, Pre-General Engineering; Christopher C. Rider, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Bianca R. Robison, Sophomore, Psychology; Catherine S. Romanaggi, Freshman, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt.

Leanne V. Rose, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Jordan C. Runstein, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Sachin Sakthivel, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Evita T. Santos, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Hugo A. Saucedo, Junior, Political Science.
Riley G. Scalfaro, Freshman, English; Amanda M. Scannell, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Sydney M. Schimelfining, Senior, Psychology; Robyn E. Schmutzer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Logan E. Schoening, Freshman, Pre-Nuclear Engineering.

Brennan M. Scott, Senior, Graphic Design; Jade O. Sentker, Junior, Biology; Lucy J. Shaffer, Senior, Bioresource Research; Ward Shalash, Senior, Bioengineering; Sayeeda Sieah, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Jared W. Sinclair, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Julani N. Sitathammavong, Sophomore, Biology; Han G. Sokalski, Junior, Graphic Design; Tristan S. Sommers, Senior, Bioengineering; Collin J. Stephens, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Jordan D. Strahl, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Corbin R. Streicher, Junior, Kinesiology; Logan S. Takemoto, Sophomore, Microbiology; Benjamin A. Tellin, Junior, Accountancy; Pavan P. Thakkar, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science.

Shaun L. Thean, Senior, Business Information Systems; Claudine M. Thomassians, Junior, Business Administration; Nguyen V. Tran, Sophomore, Mathematics; Sean Trump, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Allison C. Van Horn, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering.

Tienhung T. Vu, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Laura M. White, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Brendan C. Wick, Senior, Marketing; Jacob P. Williams, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Brooklyn G. Willner, Senior, Kinesiology.

Buxton

3.5 or Better: Amy N. Hilger, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Rose Johnson, Freshman, Pre-Ecological Engineering.

Cornelius

Straight-A Average: Alin Lazaro Ortiz, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Stephanie L. Breazile, Junior, Agricultural Sciences; Rhea Mae V. Edwards, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas D. Jones, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Julian Kirchler, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alex A. Mendoza, Senior, Accountancy.

Edward Miranda, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Faviola Padilla Miranda, Senior, Marketing; Zack A. Pelster, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Forest Grove

Straight-A Average: Emilia M. Anderson, Senior, Kinesiology; Michael T. Burke, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Ethan C. Zimmerman, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Elissa L. Anderson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Courtney R. Bristow, Junior, Biology; Elizabeth J. Burnard, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Nickolas O. Carter, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Auston L. Clemens, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Jessica R. Doyle, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Derek J. Evers, Senior, Kinesiology; Joseph D. Fischer, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Albert I. Grigorov, Senior, Bioengineering; Dylan M. Haugen, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Madison C. Haugen, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Julia M. Khoury Valentine, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Elizabeth N. Lonberger, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Andrew M. O'Donnell, Senior, Zoology; Bryan S. Olvera Ornelas, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.
Andrew V. Pitarresi, Senior, Business Information Systems; Bailey J. Sahnow, Junior, Kinesiology; Benji Sayago Aguilar, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Ronald D. Thompson, Junior, Biology; Matthew M. VanBemmel, Junior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science.
Julia R. VanDerZanden, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Esther Vega, Freshman, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Gaston

3.5 or Better: Alyssa L. Andrew, Senior, Nutrition; Amber M. Meeks, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Hillsboro

Straight-A Average: Katherine R. Bodner, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Joseph I. Bonneau, Sophomore, Political Science; Emily F. Bromagem, Senior, Bioengineering; Taylor R. Campista, Post Baccalaureate, Nutrition; Sushumna S. Canakapalli, Junior, Microbiology.
Jeremy J. Chu, Senior, Biology; Addison G. DeBoer, Sophomore, Biology; Brennan P. Douglas, Senior, Physics; Rebekah M. Feldhaus, Senior, Economics; Jared C. Gaskin, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.
Alexis J. Hakkila, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Blake A. Hakkila, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Katrina A. Hiebel, Senior, Zoology; Zachary D. James, Sophomore, History; Samantha K. Mazzella, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy.
Noah J. McDaniel, Junior, Industrial Engineering; Rachel Meeuwsen, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Karissa A. Morrison, Post Baccalaureate, Kinesiology; Nidhi S. Pai, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Conner J. Pappas, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science.
Lauren T. Roof, Senior, Environmental Engineering; Matthew D. Schramm, Senior, English; Jeremy E. Tolonen, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies.

3.5 or Better: Morgan K. Aase, Junior, Kinesiology; Craig L. Abbott, Senior, Psychology; Alexander J. Ackerman, Junior, Pre-Energy Systems Engineering; Christopher J. Acosta, Senior, Microbiology; Timothy M. Albertine, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
Jonathan Alexander, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Eytan Brodsky, Junior, Computer Science; Anna T. Burton, Junior, Environmental Sciences; Marisol A. Camacho, Junior, Energy Systems Engineering; Megan M. Craig, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.
Sarah E. Cummings, Senior, Applied Visual Arts; Jennah M. Curfman, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Eileen K. Douglas, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Tara E. Dunn, Senior, Natural Resources; Delaney R. Eaton, Junior, Biology.
Madeline E. Edmonds, Sophomore, Sociology; Austin R. Finster, Junior, Forestry; Alexanna M. Fisher, Junior, Natural Resources; Jonathan M. Fisher, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Tayler R. Fitzsimmons, Junior, Biology.
Marissa L. Fleskes, Junior, Nutrition; Alexandra C. Giza, Senior, Economics; Brittney Graham, Senior, Animal Sciences; Connor J. Grover, Sophomore, Pre-Management; Kelly Grover, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.
Anna J. Hebert, Junior, Graphic Design; Joseph J. Hebert, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Annette L. Holgado, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Caleb Inman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Justin B. Inman, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.
Sahil N. Jani, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; McKenna J. Jenkins, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Elisabeth L. Jones, Senior, Pre-Business; Savannah F. Justen, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Haley M. Kirschten, Freshman, Animal Sciences.
Shikha D. Kumar, Junior, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Michael D. Kupperman, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Susannah J. Laws, Senior, Zoology; Hunter T. Leishman, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Christina Y. Lew, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences.
Jose M. Lopez Alcala, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Jonathan M. Lopez-Arana, Senior, Chemistry; James Y. Luo, Junior, Computer Science; Caitlyn L. McClain, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Mitch W. Messmer, Senior, Environmental Engineering.

Nicholas L. Milford, Sophomore, Computer Science; Preston B. Miller, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Cole C. Motheral, Junior, Business Administration; Kelsey B. Ornelas, Freshman, Biology; Araceli Ortiz Vasquez, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Maria K. Pasion, Freshman, Pre-Business; Tyler M. Rabe, Freshman, Kinesiology; Henry F. Rappleyea, Freshman, Earth Sciences; Brooke T. Rose, Freshman, Music; Garrett J. Rose, Junior, Music.

Jaydeep H. Rotithor, Senior, Computer Science; Lucianne H. Ryan, Sophomore, Psychology; Monica S. Sek, Senior, Computer Science; Patrick L. Shuler, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Casey Sick, Junior, Natural Resources.

Madison N. Staub, Sophomore, Nutrition; Scott F. Steele, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ian D. Stettler, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Jean A. Stoick, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Abraham M. Teklu, Senior, Physics.

Valerie H. Thai, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Josie R. Thomas, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Jose D. Toledo, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Marcus S. Trinidad, Junior, Political Science; Kenneth W. Truong, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Collin J. VanderZanden, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Ethan R. VanderZanden, Freshman, Agricultural Business Manager; Natalie R. VanDomelen, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Victoria E. Vasquez, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Vy H. Vo, Senior, BioHealth Sciences.

Madelyn D. Wilson, Sophomore, Pre-Communication; Eric J. Wren, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Erin E. Zurbrugg, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science.

King City

3.5 or Better: Lucia R. Gregson, Junior, Merchandising Management; DrewAnna D. Kerkering, Senior, Business Administration.

North Plains

3.5 or Better: Sydney M. DeBord, Freshman, Kinesiology; Christiana R. Logan, Senior, Nutrition; Isaac B. Pavon, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Nathaniel D. Trobough, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Juno Valerio, Sophomore, Biology.

Portland

Straight-A Average: Michael C. Aimonetto, Junior, Mathematics; Umayal Annamalai, Senior, Computer Science; Emily A. Baranski, Sophomore, Public Health; Adam J. Barton, Sophomore, Computer Science; Jared A. Beale, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Jordan T. Berger, Senior, Finance; Zachary D. Bishop, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Molly E. Bluhm, Senior, Civil Engineering; Mitchell R. Brenton, Senior, Finance; Galo C. Bustamante, Sophomore, Biology.

Benjamin R. Butler, Sophomore, Zoology; Mora A. Camplair, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Raydon Cho, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; McKenna S. Christian, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Natalie E. Coppa, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Amanda J. Crawford, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Brian R. Cross, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; John A. Davis, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Aaron N. Didner, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Nihar A. Doshi, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Cassandra L. Draper, Freshman, Natural Resources; Abby K. Duitsman, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Connor A. Ebel, Freshman, Pre-Accountancy; Joseph A. Espero, Freshman, Kinesiology; Emma D. Fabel, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design.
Glen S. Galant, Senior, Civil Engineering; Lyubomir Gankov, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; John W. Gooding, Junior, Economics; Varun Gopinath, Sophomore, Biology; Rachael S. Gore, Junior, Kinesiology.

Oliver W. Graumann, Sophomore, Microbiology; Christopher W. Guske, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Genevra R. Hall, Freshman, Music; Evan J. Haning, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Sakib T. Haque, Sophomore, Biology.

Elsa D. Harder, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Gregory A. Heinonen, Junior, Public Health; Alexander C. Higley, Junior, Microbiology; Kelli H. Hoang, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Larsen A. Hodges, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Douglas S. Holman, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Tucker M. Holstun, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Christien P. Hotchkiss, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Shaina L. Jachter, Sophomore, Animal Sciences; Savannah A. Jenson, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

Keira R. Johnson, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences; Supriya L. Kapur, Senior, Computer Science; Charles T. Kawasaki, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Rajat S. Kulkarni, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Eric Y. Kwon, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

Peter J. Lake, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Benjamin K. Lee, Junior, Kinesiology; Vicki Liang, Freshman, Pre-Business; Benjamin E. Mabrey, Freshman, Biology; Ethan R. Mason, Sophomore, Political Science.

Rachel C. McAfee, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Francine A. Mendoza, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Richard J. Menzel, Senior, Computer Science; Scott D. Merill, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Genna K. Mettler, Senior, Graphic Design.

Colton L. Morgan, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Thomas W. Murphy, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Minh T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Savannah M. Niebergall, Freshman, Pre-Business; Henry C. Nistler, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Catherine E. Ordway, Senior, Mathematics; Natasha A. Ostertag-Hill, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Mihir J. Palan, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Shalvi H. Patel, Sophomore, Microbiology; Ryan Patridge, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering.

Tsewei Peng, Senior, Computer Science; Evan L. Pham, Senior, Kinesiology; Felicia T. Rietze, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; William J. Selbie, Senior, Computer Science; Sidharth K. Sengupta, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Computer Science.

Sydney L. Shannon, Senior, Public Health; Benjamin I. Sharkansky, Senior, Mathematics; Thomas A. Snyder, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Jerad L. Steward, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Oliver M. Streek, Freshman, Biochemistry and Biophysics.

Colleen M. Sullivan, Senior, Kinesiology; Cole I. Swanson, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering; Jason M. Tai, Freshman, Mathematics; Tiffany A. Tep, Freshman, Biology; Haruka Tomishima, Junior, Food Science and Technology.

Matthew R. Van Gordon, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Rohan S. Varma, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Jamila Ventura, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Annelis H. Voldengen, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Manasi V. Vyas, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

Brendan M. Withycombe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Ryan Wong, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Kanon Yasuhara, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Richard H. Zhang, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences; Anna P. Zupan, Senior, Accountancy.

3.5 or Better: Brock M. Adams, Freshman, Pre-Business; Madeleine T. Adams, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Victor M. Agostinelli III, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Varun C. Akula, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Erin A. Aldridge, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management.

Ido Almog, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Ramzy Z. Al-Mulla, Sophomore, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Jackson K. Altig, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Makayla C. Alton, Senior, Marketing; Jordan S. Anderson, Senior, Biology.
Ashley K. Arenz, Freshman, Pre-Business; Sumegha A. Aryal, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Nicholas S. Atwell, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Apoorva Ayyagari, Senior, Bioengineering; Raymond J. Baldwin, Junior, Political Science.

Ethan P. Barton, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; David J. Bemis, Sophomore, Chemistry; Guillermo J. Bermudez, Senior, Earth Sciences; Evan C. Biskey, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering; Justin A. Bloom, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Trevor A. Bovero, Junior, Accountancy; Jarod W. Breslin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Michael Burton, Sophomore, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Nathanael J. Butler, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Nina J. Caplan, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Mattia C. Carbonaro, Junior, Physics; Jake G. Cawley, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Michaela Cenac, Senior, Animal Sciences; Brittany L. Chandler, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Rebecca I. Chastain, Junior, Liberal Studies.

Trisha J. Chau, Senior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Prathyooasha Chaya, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Ryan W. Chin, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Tilden Chin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Ayush Choudhury, Junior, Computer Science.

Thomas J. Croll, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Rebecca R. Croysdale, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Cassandra L. Davis, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Joseph S. Didner, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Chetan Dindukurthi, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Jason R. Dong, Senior, Bioengineering; Karen N. DSouza, Senior, Bioengineering; Kyle D. Duitsman, Freshman, Pre-Business; Courtenay J. Embry, Junior, Liberal Studies; Jennifer L. Fessler, Senior, Public Health.

Samuel E. Freepons, Freshman, Agricultural Business Management; Wesley S. Frye, Senior, Earth Sciences; Kyle J. Getsiv, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Nathan Getty, Freshman, Pre-Marketing; Maiah Goodell, Freshman, Zoology.

Hayley M. Gooding, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Elina Gouw, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Abigail E. Griffiths, Senior, Bioengineering; Jaeyoung B. Ha, Sophomore, Accountancy; Riley Hackley, Junior, Kinesiology.

Dylan E. Hamilton, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Hanna M. Hansen, Freshman, Physics; Kevin N. Hare, Senior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Daniel H. He, Senior, Elec & Computer Engineering; Molly A. Herinckx, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology.

Cy R. Hernandez, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Tristan K. Herrera, Junior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Ethan S. Heusser, Senior, English; James A. Hilary, Senior, Forestry; Elizabeth R. Hildebrandt, Freshman, Animal Sciences.

Joshua P. Hill, Junior, Accountancy; Ross G. Hoffman, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Mitchell Hutley, Freshman, Agricultural Sciences; Celine T. Huynh, Sophomore, Bioresource Research; Adam M. Ibrahim, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Christina M. Jackson, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Olivia A. Jackson, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Benjamin E. Johnson, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Raymond C. Jung, Freshman, Pre-Elec & Computer Engineer; Audrey L. Kadoya, Junior, Management.

Amita Kashyap, Senior, Bioresource Research; Benjamin O. Kawasaki, Junior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Muaz M. Kedir, Sophomore, Chemical Engineering; Abigail E. Kimbrough, Senior, Physics; Annika N. Kuether, Junior, Bioengineering.

Braeden T. Kuether, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Lars T. Larson, Senior, Ecological Engineering; Lillian A. Lee, Senior, General Science; Michael W. Lee, Senior, Computer Science; Stephanie J. Leung, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Timothy M. Lewis, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Natalie V. Lorati, Junior, Pre-Management; Justin Y. Lu, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Snigdha Malladi, Freshman, Psychology; Andrew G. Marshall, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Sierra R. Martin, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Susmitha Matlapudi, Sophomore, Chemistry; Grant D. McConachie, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Megan K. Mcewen, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Ava A. Menchu, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Zachary D. Morello, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Garrett D. Mott, Freshman, Pre-Business; Camden E. Mullins, Senior, Graphic Design; Kelly C. Murphy, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Cocoro A. Nagasaka, Sophomore, Chemistry.

Thien L. Nam, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Spencer H. Newcomb, Junior, Finance; Kevin T. Nguyen, Sophomore, Microbiology; Alexander J. Niebur, Junior, Computer Science; Jacoby B. Norton, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering.

Neil E. Nourigat, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Jeremy E. Oh, Freshman, Biology; Stephen E. Oh, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Carter J. Olsen, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Kaitlyn N. Palau, Freshman, Kinesiology.


Kian Z. Patel, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Henry D. Peterson, Junior, Computer Science; Alex A. Phelps, Freshman, Pre-Business; Kevin Poon, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Grace R. Potter, Sophomore, Biology.

James A. Preston, Senior, Biology; Monique A. Ramras, Senior, Biology; Alison C. Rank, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Angelo V. Reyes, Senior, Psychology; Matthew A. Reynolds, Sophomore, Pre-Construction Engr Mgt.

Anna J. Ricci, Freshman, Pre-Business; Amelia G. Riesinger, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Charles M. Roselli, Freshman, Pre-Forestry; Kirklynn R. Russell, Sophomore, Merchandising Management; Bruck K. Sameshima, Junior, Chemical Engineering.

James A. Stallkamp, Sophomore, Digital Communication Arts; Jonathan Su, Senior, Bioengineering; Aastha Suri, Senior, Public Health; Raeesah Taher, Junior, BioHealth Sciences.

Allison P. Tep, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Myranda R. Thompson, Senior, Graphic Design; Vinayaka P. Thompson, Sophomore, Computer Science; Bridgette A. Thurber, Junior, Kinesiology; Arden R. Tobey, Freshman, Pre-Design & Innovation Mgmt.

Nicholas A. Tomich, Junior, History; Nicholas J. Turina, Sophomore, Pre-Industrial Engineering; Taylor M. Van Gordon, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Vladimir Vesely, Junior, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Chasen M. Vicino, Freshman, Pre-Chemical Engineering.

Jessica M. Vo, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Rushil S. Vora, Senior, Computer Science; Spencer C. Wagner, Junior, Chemical Engineering; Ethan N. Wallace, Senior, Psychology; Max Q. Welch, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Aaron D. Welter, Freshman, Microbiology; Kendra N. Wernstein, Freshman, Pre-Civil Engineering; Julia M. Whitaker, Junior, Environmental Engineering; Emily L. Wilcox, Junior, Sociology; Emma B. Williams, Freshman, English.

Ian A. Wolf Beaton, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Henry C. Wong, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Catherine S. Zeng, Sophomore, Pre-Business Information Sys.

Sherwood
Straight-A Average: Allison M. Albee, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Katherine M. Barnes, Junior, Psychology; Jessica L. Barrott, Junior, English; Joseph H. Biever, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Alan J. Danz, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Savanna M. Davis, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Jeffrey A. Dhas, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Marissa A. Downing, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Stephanie J. Marshall, Senior, Chemistry; Evan C. Meichtry, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jacob A. Newton, Junior, Renewable Materials; Anna M. Roth, Sophomore, Pre-Merchandising Management; Stefanie S. Schulze, Senior, Civil Engineering; Simone E. Vachon, Senior, Biology.

3.5 or Better: Sabrina R. Adams, Junior, Pre-Business; Brittnee A. Barry, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Sarah V. Bonomo, Freshman, Pre-Public Health; Madison R. Bouska, Sophomore, Psychology; Joseph G. Brookhouse, Junior, Accountancy.

Hayden J. Brundage, Senior, Pre-Nuclear Engineering; Jacob G. Buckner, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Madison D. Budge, Junior, Business Administration; Sarah L. Childers, Senior, Business Administration; Davis C. Chimento, Junior, Mechanical Engineering.

Jacob A. Church, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Julia N. Clark, Freshman, Kinesiology; Nicholas S. Clarke, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Kylie B. Cleveland, Senior, Psychology; Sarah E. Cushing, Junior, Business Information Systems.

Jackson T. Davis, Freshman, Pre-Business; Austen L. Dennison, Senior, Economics; Jaspreet S. Dhillon, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biolo; Andrew M. Dunn, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Madisen N. Fiarito, Junior, Marketing.

Keaton R. Flannery, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Janelle L. Foster, Senior, Animal Sciences; Nicholas L. Gardetto, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Carlie J. Heckendorn, Senior, Public Health; Lindsay M. Howard, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Jamie E. Kimura, Junior, Public Health; Brisbane A. McDonald, Junior, Management; Connor R. Moody, Junior, Business Administration; Natalie B. Oakley, Sophomore, Anthropology; Charles A. Paul, Senior, Accountancy.

Dante M. Perone, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Shaylin H. Pfarr, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Brooke A. Pickering, Sophomore, Public Health; Madison A. Pike, Freshman, Music; Andrew Rice, Junior, Environmental Sciences.

Natalie C. Roe, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Isabel G. Scholz, Sophomore, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Trinity E. Shedin, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Matthew R. Springer, Junior, Accountancy; Brett S. Stoddard, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering.

Rylan J. Thomas, Sophomore, Pre-Finance; Abigail G. Towslee, Sophomore, Psychology; Joshua M. Trout, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Leo J. Urmini, Junior, Digital Communication Arts; Ryan C. Urmini, Sophomore, Environmental Sciences.


Tigard

Straight-A Average: Ernest-James B. Albaugh, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Drake L. Anderson, Junior, Civil Engineering; Ashley B. Arellano, Sophomore, Speech Communication; Shaelyn R. Baca, Senior, Sociology; Nicole L. Bardon, Freshman, BioHealth Sciences.

Drew I. Black, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Erik Chi, Sophomore, Economics; Heather L. Corello, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Lukas J. Dumestre, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Joseph H. Edgerton, Sophomore, Biology.

Alexander S. Eisenhauer, Sophomore, Physics; Alexa B. Elliot, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Camryn M. Flint, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Jacob A. Garrison, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Rachel Josephson, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics.
Debbie B. Kim, Senior, Microbiology; Sharon R. Kim, Sophomore, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Austin R. Lassetter, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Anna M. Lyall, Sophomore, Political Science; Tyler J. Mack, Freshman, Biology.

Ashley C. Melancon, Senior, Natural Resources; Hoang C. Nguyen, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Drew S. Ortega, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Shanna N. Roast, Senior, Art; Sarah E. Saifyer, Senior, Public Health.

Taylor A. Smith, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Cheyenne N. Stateler, Freshman, Pre-Business; Clarissa A. Stoney, Sophomore, Psychology; Evelynne I. Suen, Senior, Physics; Nicholas M. Varnum, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering.

Rebecca M. Wick, Junior, Biology; Jacob B. Wolf, Freshman, Pre-Business.

3.5 or Better: Morgan O. Acoba, Freshman, Pre-Business; Karim A. Amer, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Janie C. Anderson, Senior, Music; Keaton E. Anderson, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Emma N. Barbee, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering.

Nathan R. Bauer, Senior, Psychology; Amanda M. Bintliff, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Morgan J. Bonds, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Madison R. Brady, Junior, Nutrition; Caitlin A. Britch, Senior, Marketing.

Jordan T. Brown, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer; Nicholas S. Brown, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Lauren R. Bryant, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Gina N. Bui, Senior, Biology; Matt Carroll, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Laura J. Chapman, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Sierra F. Christianson, Senior, Pre-Business; Natalie E. Clark, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies; Kayla J. Coleman, Junior, Speech Communication; Kennedy E. Coleman, Sophomore, Pre-Communication.

Madison Collin, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Genevieve J. Connolly, Freshman, Physics; Elise K. Conroy, Sophomore, Biology; Evan W. Davis, Senior, Bioengineering; Haley M. Demmin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.

Lauren N. Doan, Freshman, Human Devel and Family Science; Patrick K. Dukelow, Freshman, Physics; Andeana F. Dunning, Senior, Speech Communication; Alyssa N. Durdell, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tatiana R. Dyler, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Catherine M. Enger, Senior, Kinesiology; Patrick L. Finn, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kelly A. Fox, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Kristen E. Fox, Freshman, Pre-Bioengineering; Sara E. Fun, Sophomore, Biology.

Brandon J. Garcia, Freshman, Kinesiology; Mary M. Graham, Sophomore, Food Science and Technology; Lena K. Greene, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Emily J. Groh, Junior, Accountancy; Jackson L. Hale, Sophomore, Pre-Business.

Trevor J. Hammock, Junior, Computer Science; Michael A. Hanks, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Alexa M. Hansen, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; James Hsu, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Katherine Ann C. Huckey, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health.

Michael Y. Huo, Post Baccalaureate, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Tera L. Hurst, Sophomore, BioHealth Sciences; Emma J. Jackola, Junior, Kinesiology; Reagan M. Jagosh, Junior, Biology; Michael H. Jansen, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.

Daniel Jones, Freshman, Pre-Business; Tristan C. Jong, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Ji Won Kang, Senior, Biology; Lauren J. Kerr, Sophomore, Pre-Civil Engineering; Peyton L. King, Junior, Finance.

Reilly G. King, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Ryan D. Kirkpatrick, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Amy V. Krager, Sophomore, Horticulture; Jin Kubota, Sophomore, Biology; Antonio N. Lang, Senior, Earth Sciences.

Mitchell L. Le Brun, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Emily J. Lehman, Junior, Pre-Public Health; Evan W. Lehman, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Brett C. Leitherer, Junior, Nuclear Engineering; Kristopher R. Lennartz, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt.
Gillian Q. Leslie, Senior, Kinesiology; Katie J. Lewis, Sophomore, Public Health; Jessie T. Li, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Megan E. Liles, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science; Younghan J. Lim, Freshman, Biology.

Jordan T. Lockrem, Freshman, Animal Sciences; Laura Madison, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Annabel Martin-Varnum, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Ryan A. Maza, Sophomore, Political Science; Samantha J. McDonald, Freshman, Kinesiology.

Anne Marie M. Minniti, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Hayden D. Mitchell, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Kylee N. Morris, Senior, Pre-Business; Elizabeth E. Moxley, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Kelcy M. Mullaly, Senior, Kinesiology.


Ariel M. Niemela, Senior, Graphic Design; Andrei Niga, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Jacob T. O'Brien, Junior, Finance; Amanda M. Olson, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Douglas B. Otis, Junior, Industrial Engineering.

Camryn S. Perry, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; Cyan M. Perry, Freshman, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Sophia G. Peterson, Senior, Graphic Design; Camille E. Petitjean, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Caroline B. Pham, Senior, Biology.

Maxwell J. Pittmon, Freshman, Pre-Business; Hannah N. Portwood, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Hadi T. Rahal-Arabi, Junior, Computer Science; Shane H. Rasor, Senior, Accountancy; Agnes C. Rehr-Zimmermann, Junior, Recreation Resource Management.

Bettye F. Rehr-Zimmermann, Freshman, Music; Blake A. Reser, Senior, Manufacturing Engineering; Ian B. Roberts, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Abigail N. Robinson, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Megan E. Robinson, Sophomore, Kinesiology.

Andrew D. Roluffs, Senior, Finance; Kevin J. Rooney, Senior, Music; Lindsey R. Rosette, Senior, Kinesiology; Tyler D. Rosette, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Logan Roth, Sophomore, Political Science.

Andrew C. Sanders, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; Ian J. Schacter, Senior, Microbiology; Shaina Shamsipour-Azbari, Sophomore, Microbiology; Zeyad T. Shureih, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Marshall W. Smith, Freshman, Zoology.

David T. Smythe, Junior, Political Science; Summer A. Sorenson, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Sara L. Stanley, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Megan B. Tait, Senior, Finance; Margaret R. Taylor, Senior, Graphic Design.

Daniel S. Trinh, Junior, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology; Nathaniel S. Ung, Senior, Bioengineering; Cameron M. Vansant, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Zackery G. Vollstedt, Senior, Kinesiology; Willard A. Wiseman, Junior, Philosophy.

Kathryn L. Withrow, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lauren A. Young, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Adrianna R. Zell, Freshman, Nutrition; Andre L. Zhu, Freshman, Pre-Elect & Computer Engineer.

Tualatin

Straight-A Average: Cody W. Baker, Senior, Economics; Jesse S. Chick, Junior, English; Anna J. Harrington, Freshman, Pre-Business; Tyler J. Inberg, Senior, Elect & Computer Engineering; David M. Lamb, Senior, Exercise and Sport Science.

Sarah N. Lemieux, Senior, Computer Science; Louis R. Leon, Senior, Computer Science; Nicholas A. Steele, Junior, Accountancy.

3.5 or Better: Chantelle A. Adams, Junior, Zoology; Shane H. Andersen, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Austin A. Arizala, Senior, BioHealth Sciences; Makenzie R. Atwood, Junior, Psychology; Cole D. Austin, Senior, Mechanical Engineering.
Victoria H. Balzer, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Bobbie R. Beyer, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sarah E. Bixel, Senior, Sociology; Timothy R. Bourque, Senior, Finance; Alexander M. Bruce, Sophomore, Pre-Computer Science.

Braden V. Ceserani, Freshman, Pre-Business; Madison I. Cochran, Senior, Kinesiology; Nathan K. Cuperus, Senior, Anthropology; Patrick T. Flynn, Senior, Mathematics; Kyle R. Gager, Senior, Civil Engineering.

Michael L. Haffner, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering; Conor D. Harris, Junior, Kinesiology; Alexandria R. Herrera, Sophomore, Pre-Bioengineering; Jeffrey L. Hill, Sophomore, Pre-Accountancy; Linh Ho, Senior, Public Health.

Justin C. Hockett, Junior, Biology; Skylar J. Karsseboom, Freshman, Pre-General Engineering; Bhargavi Korlipara, Senior, Bioengineering; Nicole R. Krill, Senior, Nutrition; Caleb R. Laird, Senior, Chemical Engineering.

McKenzie E. Lester, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Samantha N. Lukas, Freshman, Digital Communication Arts; Taylor N. Miller, Senior, Biology; Brittany N. Park, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Oliver J. Price, Sophomore, Pre-General Engineering.

Benjamin D. Rahier, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Heather A. Roarke, Junior, Zoology; Kathryn A. Savage, Junior, Speech Communication; Meghan E. Shockloss, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Madeleine C. Simmons, Sophomore, Public Health.

Brenden S. Slaughter, Senior, Digital Communication Arts; Jared M. Tence, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Alexander T. Watt, Sophomore, Biology.

**YAMHILL**

Amity

Straight-A Average: Lea M. Hudson, Senior, Animal Sciences; Lindsay M. McShane, Sophomore, Kinesiology; Sarah J. Nelson, Junior, Mathematics; Derek J. Ojua, Senior, Forest Engineering.

Carlton

Straight-A Average: Mariah A. Schock, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science.

3.5 or Better: Kaylyn L. Clevenger, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science.

Dayton

3.5 or Better: Joanna Kubes, Senior, Agricultural Business Management; Cody L. Lamont, Junior, BioHealth Sciences; Omar Mora, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Hannah P. Solorzano, Senior, Computer Science.

Dundee

Straight-A Average: Derek J. Harber, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Dakota M. Schneider, Freshman, History.

Lafayette

3.5 or Better: Erin R. Allison, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Lizeth Carranza, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Sierra L. Clifton, Junior, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.
McMinnville

Straight-A Average: Shaylyn D. Bristow, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Christopher A. Derrickson, Senior, Fisheries and Wildlife Science; Veronica C. Marquez-Barba, Junior, Human Devel and Family Science; Molly A. Olsen, Senior, Biology; Bijoux L. Schoner, Senior, Ecological Engineering.

3.5 or Better: Kelsey C. Allen, Junior, Public Health; Darren M. Ashley, Sophomore, Natural Resources; Ann Marie Bernard, Junior, Biochemistry and Biophysics; Andrew C. Bowers, Senior, Computer Science; Juan D. Cortes Perez, Junior, Kinesiology.

Jackson L. Eggers, Freshman, Pre-Computer Science; Christian N. Finsand, Junior, History; Collin C. Fox, Sophomore, Biology; Isaac M. Friday, Senior, Forest Engineering; Amanda M. Howard, Junior, Graphic Design.

Jason L. Kiff, Junior, Computer Science; Nathan R. Lausmann, Senior, Industrial Engineering; Carly K. Loving, Senior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Haley P. Madland, Junior, Pre-Civil Engineering; Maria D. Martinez, Sophomore, Pre-Mechanical Engineering.

Jason L. Molinaro, Senior, Environmental Sciences; Renee C. Myers, Senior, Pre-Chemical Engineering; Wesly R. Noble, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mathew A. Oldfield, Senior, Chemistry; Jessica L. Perry, Senior, Nutrition.

Amanda N. Ricker, Junior, Psychology; Gregory J. Sanchez, Junior, Pre-Computer Science; Tess L. Scott, Senior, Agricultural Sciences; Lillian R. Ulloa, Sophomore, University Exploratory Studies; Brianna C. Williams, Senior, Environmental Sciences.

Newberg

Straight-A Average: Claire E. Boenisch, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Tasman A. Flora, Sophomore, Spanish; Camryn N. Kimberly, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Colten L. Lemos, Junior, Radiation Health Physics; Victoria R. Saager, Sophomore, Sociology.

Melissa R. Swanson, Senior, Chemical Engineering; Cassie A. Weber, Senior, Animal Sciences; Madeline R. Whalen, Freshman, Pre-Graphic Design; James A. Willcuts, Junior, Kinesiology.

3.5 or Better: Solomon N. Allen, Senior, Political Science; Nicole M. Bohall, Junior, Earth Sciences; Isabel L. Bridges, Sophomore, Pre-Business; Ercoli M. Crugnale, Senior, Philosophy; Sabrina M. Denton, Junior, Biology.

Emma N. Dummer, Freshman, English; Cayd Erickson, Junior, Crop and Soil Science; Anthony W. Farr, Senior, Mechanical Engineering; Mikayla K. Farr, Junior, Mechanical Engineering; Isabelle R. Fritscher, Freshman, University Exploratory Studies.

Lauren N. Guidry, Sophomore, Political Science; Marjorie M. Halstead, Senior, Nutrition; Hugh D. Hammond, Junior, Kinesiology; Brooklyn A. Kasler, Sophomore, Pre-Public Health; Tia R. Lattanzio, Sophomore, Earth Sciences.

Rachel R. Lindquist, Sophomore, Human Devel and Family Science; Lindsay D. Louis, Freshman, Pre-Business; Harrison J. Moudy, Senior, Pre-Finance; Alex G. Radcliffe, Junior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Benjamin A. Rose, Sophomore, Pre-Marketing.

Kevin T. Roth, Senior, Management; Colin J. Schulz, Sophomore, History; Jordan K. Skoubo, Junior, Nutrition; Aidan Thillmann, Senior, Management; Josephine M. Thornton, Junior, Pre-Business. Kylen A. Tromblay, Senior, Microbiology.

Sheridan
3.5 or Better: Amber D. Austin, Senior, Anthropology; Kaylynn J. Chrisman, Senior, Construction Engineering Mgt; Kayla A. Grindy, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Tyler L. Heidt, Senior, Kinesiology; Alexis S. Whittington, Freshman, Pre-Business.

Willamina

3.5 or Better: Cheyanne E. Fasana, Senior, Human Devel and Family Science; Justin A. Fasana, Sophomore, Pre-Forest Engineering; Natalija A. Miller, Senior, Kinesiology; Katherine P. Morris, Freshman, Biology.

Yamhill

3.5 or Better: Kayla R. Davis, Senior, Animal Sciences; Michael P. Wittenburg, Senior, Energy Systems Engineering.